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sq¡'l!,lARY

À 15cn¡ scanning Fabry-Perot Interferorneter was used to meagure the

doppler width and shift of the atomic or<ygen [OIl À630nn lLne in the

night airglow. From these ¡neasurements over a 12 monttr periodl at Mt.

fiorrens (near AdeLaicle) kinetic temperatures and neutral wind veloci-

ties have been determined.

lltre theory of the Fabry-Perot Interferometer (FPI) is presented

wit¡ emphasis on the criteria involved in the selection of operating

parameters. The development of the 8Pf constructed in'trbe Mawson

Institute for: Antarctic Research ís outlined and a detailed description

of tt¡e instrument is then given. Full particulars are gíven of the

servo-systerns whLch were developed to control parallelísm and sePara-

tíon of the FpI plates and to mainÈain high therrnal stability withirr

the inÈtrument.

1I6e detection of very low light levels such as are encountered ln

tlre night airglow, was the subject of considerable ihvegtigation. ltlork

carried out in this area led to refinementg ln the detection system

wtrtch increased the slgnal-to-noise ratio by aünost two orders of

magnitude.

Observations during periods of low nagmetic actívlty revealed

diurnal patterns in temperature and wind velocity broadly ln agrearent

wiür previous oh¡ern¡ations. Tt¡e zonal component of Èhe neutral wl-nd is

observed to have a Pronounced seasonal varÍation.

Er¡hancenents of ttre terrperature and the meridional cont¡lonent of

tlre wind were found alwayS to accompany magnetic disÈurbances. Equator-

ward winds with velocity greater than 200m,/sec $tere foÜtd to be

present even duríng fairly minor magnetÍc disturbancee'
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CHAPTER. 1-

INTRCDUCTION

The night airglow was discovered over fifty years aEo and has

been the subject of considerable study ever since. The investiga-

tíons have been made with an array of instrumentation, such as

spectrographs for identifying the emissions that consÈitute the air-
glow and photometers for measuring the intensities of these emissíons.

Studies of tÌ¡e airglow from ltount Torrens (near adelaide) have been

carried out for a number of years, Schaeffer (1970) made extensive

measurements of the intensity of emission of the forbid<ien atomic

oxygen line at tr630nm. This thesis describes tl¡e development of a

Fabry-Perot Interferometer to continue observations of thís emission

line and the resurts of these observations. The aim of ttris project

was to make measurements of tt¡e thermospheric temperatures and winds.

Íhese measurenents cän be achieved by a number of techniques, which

nay be divided into two categoríes; namery ground-based or in-situ
observations i The former category includes measure¡nent of the

doppler broadening and shift of atomic emission línes, from which

the ki¡etic temperature and neutrar wind can be deduced. Anotj¡er

ground-based technique is the measure¡nent, of the electron and íon

temperatures and winds using incoherent scatter radar. Ttre in-situ
observations include the determination of the neutral wind by meas-

urement of the slight chanqes in the ínclination of saterrites'

orbits to tÌre equator. Releases of chemical inpuritíes fro¡n rockcte

can also be used to obtain ínformatÍon about the temperatures and

winds in the upper aünosphere.
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In Chapter 2, a Jr¡stifi-catíon ie given for the choice of a

Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) to measure doppler widths and shifts
of the oxygen [0Il À€,30nm emission line. ftris emission ]ine results

frorn exeitation of the oxygen atom to the to revel. rn the night

airglow this is prirnarily achieved by dissocía+-Íve recombination of

electrons with 0!, (schaeffer, 1970). The principar che¡nica1

reactions are:
++0 + 02 + Oz + 0 + L.53 eV ... (1.I)

Ol+e +o+o+6.96eV ...(1.2)

The o(ID) state has a very rong mean lifetime of approximatery

lro sec and so emissÍon from the atmosphere belowzookn is unimport:

ant due to collisionat deactivatÍon. The dominant species for
deactivat.ion of o(Io) ís consídered to be N2 (schaeffer, r97o).

The height profiles of electron density, 02, o and N2 thus

determíne tlre height distribution of ttre À63Onm emission. The elec-

tron density peaks at approximately 3ookm, whire the ttrree neutral

densities decrease wittr increasing height in ttre region of interest.
The À63onm emission therefore, peaks at approxÍmatety 25okm, which

is slightry below the peak of the erectron density height profile.

rir chapter 3, the development of tt¡e Mawson rnstitute Fpr is
described and then Ín Chapter 4 a fuLl descríption of this instrument

is given. Ttre author devoted considerable time to the study of the

detection of very low light revels and ÈÌre resurts of this work are

presented ín chapter 5. The operational procedure for the Fpr and

the techníque for analyzing the results are described in chapter 6.

In Chapter 7, the results obtained from Mt. Torrens (near

AdelaÍde) are Presented. The temperature and wind measurements are
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gíven separately and careful distinction is made between magneti-

cally disturbed and guiet periods. A brief conclusion and sugges-

tions for future research are given ín Chapter B.
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CHÀPTER 2

THE FABRY. PEROT INTERFEROMETER

2.L Introduction

Interferometry has been applieil to the study of the night sky

from as early as 1923, when Babcock used a Fabry-Perot Interfero-

meter (FPI) to determlne the wavelength of ttre À557'7nm line of

atonic oxygen, emitted in the aurora. until recently the FPI !'äs

only used to measure the temperature of the layers emitting the

À630 run and the tr557.7nm Lines of atomíc oxygen. The spectral line

width is determined by doppler broadening and at half maximr:m has a

value given by the Buisson and Fabry (1911) relatÍon'

-7 L/2 (2.1)h=7.16x10 I (r/t4)

where À is the wavelength of the emission., T is the temperature in

degrees absolute and M the atornic weight' of the ernitting atoms'

From our own work and that of prevíous investigators, it fs known

ttrat the F-region of the upPer atmosphere, from whÍch the À630n¡n

line emanates nornally has a temperature ín the range 500-1500oK'

rrom (2.1) this corresponds to tr630nm line widths in the range

2.5-4.4pm. This implieg that the lnstrument employed in the

measurement of such wÍdths ¡m¡st be capable of high resolution'

ftris requirement can be rnet by the prism spectrometer, the grating

spectrometer, the Fabry-Perot interferometer, and the l'tichelson

interferometer. Ítre relative merits of the prism, gratÍng and Fabry-

Perot spectrometers have been discussed by ,laCqùíne!(1954) ' He corn-

pared the ltght gatherÍng Potter of the three different instrunents

witlr, in each case, equal resolving polder and dimensions' He found

Ëùa3 tþe FFI is vastly superior for any choice of resolutíon and
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so it $rould be the obvÍous choice for studies of low level light

€¡ources, such as the nightglow'

Ttre Michelson interferometer is comparable to the FPI in light

collecting power for a given resolutíon (Hunten et al ' L9671 ' It

is possible greatly to improve the Míche1sol interferometer by the

use of field-compensation, first suggested by Co¡nes (1956). This

technique has been utl-lizect by HÍllíard and Shepherd (1966a) in the

construction of a wide angle Michelson interferometer (vüA!4I). The

principal improvement is that the VTAMI light gathering polter ¡nay '

be of the order of a thousand times greater than that of the FPI at

the same effective resolution.

The !{Al"tI can, however, only be used when the background con- '

tinuum from the night sky is easily determined. Hillíard and

Shepherd (1966b) have used this instrurnent to study the À557.7nm

line in the aurora and nightglow, with very good ti¡ne resolution.

This line lies in a regíon which is relatively free of other e¡nís-

sÍon lines, (BroadfooL and Kendall, 1968). The hydroxyl band OH(7-1)

wtrich is dÍstributed eíther side of ttre À557.7nm line has a total

band intensity of only 22F. , (ChamberlaÍn and snith, 1959).

The À63onm line, however, IÍes anidst the much stronger OH(9-3)

band, rotrich Ís reported by Charnberlain and Smith (1959) to have a

total band intensity of IIOR. In particular the Pf (2) Iine at

628.76nm and the Ff (3) line at 630.68nm would make the analysis of

results obtained with the lfAIrlI very difficult to interpret. Since

ttre sÈudy of the À63onm line was the main aim of this project it

was decided that, the FPI was tìe most useful instrument for this

Purpose.
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ff the oxygen aÈoms emitting the lines are undergoing a gross

move¡nent relative üo the FPI, then the lines will exhibit a ldave-

Iength shift,

ôÀ = Àvlc (2.21

where À ís ttre wavelength of tlre emissiorr line, v is the line-of-

sight velocity and c is the velocity of iight. Winds in the F-

region of the upper atmosphere are of the order of lOoms l, which

corresponds to a rvavelength shíft in the À630run line of z x tO-4run

Since the FPI i.s more suitable for tlre measurement of wavelength

shifts than the Michelson interferometer, this was another reason

for the selection of Èhe former.

2.2 Principl es of the Fabrl"-Perot Interferometer

2.2.1 The étalon

Í'he basic principles of the FPI can be found in most optical

textbooksi see for exarnple Born and IrIoIf (1965). The FPI Ín its

nost basic form is illustrated in Eigure 1. The basic element

of the FPI (usually called the éta1on) ís a pair of transparent

plates which have their arljacent faces polished very flat and are

maintained parallet to a high clegree of accuracy. The deviations

from flatness and parallelism are usually expressed as a fraction of

the wavelength À546.1nm of the mercury green Line. The adjacent

faces of the étalon are covered with coatings of high reflectíon

coefficient R, with low absorption coefficient, given by

A=I-R-T 12.3')

where T is the transmissio¡r coefficient.

A ray of light incident on the étalon is divided by nultiple



t
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EtæEon pEates

FIG. I. The Fabry-Perot, Interferometer.
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transmÍssions and reflections into a series of parallel transmftted

and reflected rays. The transuritted rays are brought together by

the lens to form an ínterference pattern in the focal plane. The

circular fringes produced from a monochromatic source are known as

fringes of equal inclination or Haidinger frÍnges. Each trans-

nitted ray is optically retarded relative to the preceding ray by a

path length, P wt¡ich is given by,

P = 2nt cos0 (2.41

where n is ttre refractive index of the medium between the plates

and t is the plate spacing. If the order of interference m, defined

as m = P/À has an integral value then constructive interferenae

occurs; and if m is non-integrat then transmitted rays destructively

interfere and the incident energy is reflected.

2.2.2 Recording the Spectrum

Príor to Èhe development of the photornultiplier tubes the

nethod of recordíng the FPI fringes vras to place a photographic

plate in ttre focal plane of the lens , shown in Figure I. ülhen

applied to the study of low level líght sources such as the nÍght-

glow (Vlark and Stone, L954), very long exposure times were required.

Other dísadvantages of photographic recordíng, such as difficulty

of analysis, have been díscussed by Karandikar (1959).

Ttre FPf is utilíscd as a spectrometer by replacÍng the photo-

graphic plate witt¡ an annular diaphragrm and then allowing the port-

ion of ttre fringe pattern selected by the diaphragrm to ¡nss to a

photornultÍplier tube. In practice, the annular diaphragm has zero

internal diameter and is therefore a circular aperture. ,facquinot
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and Dufour (1948) suggested the use of several concentríc annular

diaphragms, whích wou,Id increase the light gathering povter of the

FPI. lÍtris mask vlould be very dlf f icult to construct and so this

suggestion has noÈ been utí]Ísed, to date. With the circular aper-

ture at the centre of the fringe pattern Èhis defínes a series of

wavelengths À- = Py'm which will be detected by the photomultiplier-m
tube, where m is the orcler of interference. this implies that some

form of pre-monochromator is reguired to isolate the wavelength of

interest.

To scan over a range of wavelengths, the optical retardation,

P Ís varied" Frorn equation Q.4') it can be seen that this is

achieved by varying any one of n, t or 0. The FPI described in

tiris thesis utilises the variatíon of t, the plate spacíng and the

reasons for this selection will be given in the next sectíon.

2.2.3 Scannins the Spectrum

The three basic methods of scannii:g have been reviewed by a

number of authors, including Karandíkar (1959), Jacquinot (1960)

and more recently by Shepherd (1967). By far the rnost ¡npular

method, [l¿rticularly in stuclies of ttre upper atomosphere, has been

the variation of refractive index, or pressure scaruríng. The

refractive index of a gas at constant temPerature is directly pro-

portional to its pressure fcr srnall scanning ranges. The range of

the v¡avelength scan dÀ, is obtained from equation Q.a¡ and À =

P/m, narnely,

dÀ=Idn=Àkctp (2.5)
n

where dp is the pressure change and k is a constant v¡ttich depends
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on the gas used. Jacqui.noÈ (1960) guotes a varue of k = 3 x I0-4

per atÍtosphere for air, which corresponds to a wavelength acanning

range of approximately 0.2nm at À630nm, for a one atÍþsPhêre Pres-

sure change. This range is independe.nt of the plate spacing and so

tÌ¡is method of scanning is used primarily for high resolution

studias. Ilhe scanning range can be increased by usíng a gas of

hígher refracitíve índex, such as Freon (tqíIson and Shepherd' t96I)

or by varying the pressure by more than cne atnosphere. ['he ehief

dlsadvantage of this method is tt¡e slow scan rate, which is required

to prevent temperature variatlons in the medium between the plates.

Biondi and Feibelman (f968) have achieved a scan through one Ínter-

ference order in nI minute, hov¡ever, thÍs is gtill somewhat slorv

for observation of the twilfght glon or the aurora.

The second method involves the variation of the spacing

between the plates by translaÈing one plate relative to the other.

The relatíonstrip between wavelength scan range dÀ, and the varia-

tion in spacing dt' is
À

dÀ--ctÈ
t

(2.6')

This implíes that the range of the scan increases as the spacÍng

decreases. Karandikar (1959)discusses the various technÍques

involved in achieving the spacing variation; magnetostrictive or

piezoelectric supports for the FPI plates seem to be the most

useful.

Magnetostrictive variation of the sFacer length has been

successfully applied by Slater et al. (1965) in the construction of

a rugged FPI for rocket observations of the ilayglow. In order to

obtain a reasonable scannlng range, however, large currents mUat be
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passed through the magnetizing coíIs, which may cause thermal

problems.

Piezoelectric scanning, however, involves very low power con-

suÍption and so thermal effects are insígníficant. Studies on the

behaviour of lead titanate ceramics are reported later in this thesís

and reveal hysteresis and creep p-henomena, which complicate the use

of these materials. Another lirnítatíon is the restricted range of

movement obtainable wÍthout the use of unduly high voltages' The

Iatter difficutty has been overcome by Ramsay and Mugridge (1962)

who used a stack of piezoelectric díscs to íncrease the expansíon

coefficient.

ltre difficulty common to both these technigues' is that of

keeping the plates parallel to a hígh degree of accuracy during the

scan. The servo-parallelism control systen devised by Ramsay (1962) 
'

r,vþich is applied to a piezoelectrically scanned FPI is capable of

maintaining the plates paralle1 to withín the error Of flatness of

the interferometer surfaces.

The third scanning nethod involves changing the angle of inci-

dence 0, by either rotating the étalon (Karandikar, 1959) or by

displacing the aperture. The latter has been discussed by Shepherd

et al. (1965) and involves the expansíon of the annular aperture

whilst rraintaining its areê constant. ftrís nrethod ihvolves great

mechanícal difficulties and has so far been little used.

The piezoelectric scannÍng systen $tith servo parallelÍsm con-

trol was chosen for ttre Mawson hstitute FPI for the following

reasons. It, makes possible the study of auroral and twílight pheno-

menâ because of the rapid scan rate; it eliminates ttre need for
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routine adjustments to parallelism and,because the mean separation

of the plat,es can be reset quite quickly. it ís far more versatile

than most conventional pressure scanning instruments.

2.3 Instrument Function

The Fabry-Perot Interferometer is in practice an instrument of

finite resolution, which ímpiies that the instrument transmission

versus wavelength function is of finite r,¡i'tth. Three independent

proporties of the FPI contribute to the instrumenÈ function. These

are the flatness of the étalon plates, the reflectivity and absorp-

tion of the coatings applied to these plates and the aperture which

li¡nits the field of view of the instrument. rn this sectíon, a

function descríbing each of these properties witl be defined. The

overall instrumenÈ function is the convolution of these three func-

tions. ['þe con\rclution of two functions X(À) and Y(À) is defined

co

z(ro) = I x(I)Y(À-I0)dÀ (2.7)

as

0

This is denoted as

z=N*Y (2 .8)

The three functions contributing to the instrumenÈ functiorr

will be introduced in a manner similar to that employed by Chabbal

(f953). An elegant sruffirary of this approach is presented by

Jacquinot (1960) ín a review paper on interference spectroscopy.

More recently Hernandez (1966) has obtained an analytical clescrip-

tion of the FPI.
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2.3 .L The Function

AssunÍng the étalon to have plates whj.ch are perfectly smooth

and parall"el and to have coatings with reflection coefficient less

ttran one, the instrumental functj-on is the Airy function (JacquÍnot'

1960)

T

A(À) = 4R
I + .- sin2(IlprlÀ)

(1-n) 2

(2.s|

where t- ís the transmission coefficient whích depends on the
J\

reflection and absorption coeffícient of the coatings and is gíven

by

A
tA 11 - 

- 
¡z (2. r0)

A

I-R

ftre Airy function is illustrated ín Figrre 2. The peaks of this

function occur at À = P/m, where m, an ínteger, is the order of

interference. lthen the reflection coefficient is close to unity

then 4V(f-n)2 in (2.9), becomes large and the transmitted intensity

is very snrall except when À = P/m. The interval between peaks of the

Airy functionu designated 
^1,, 

is called the free spectral tanget

AÀ - X/n (2.1I)

The finesse is defíned as the ratio of the free spectral range

to ttre wídth of the pe*,

Nn
AÀ

- = fiñl (r-R)
a

(2.L21

and is called the reflective finesse because it clepends only on the

reflection coefficient of the coatíngs'
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2.3.2 Defect Functions

The discussion so far has been concerned with the so-called

perfect ótalon. The effests of non-uniformity of plate spacing and

of finite aperture will now be considered. Ttre approach Ís similar

to that of Chabbal (l-953), in which the effect of each defect on a

perfect éÈalon Ís considered and the correspondinE instrumental

function detefmined. The overall instr\xr¡enta1 function of a practi-

cal FpI is then obtained by convolutíon of these indiviclual functions.

Chabbal (1953) discusses the two simplest forms of plate defects,

which can be described by analytÍcal functions. îhese are the

spherícal defect,, whÍch is desCríbed by a rectangular function and

the surface rgughness defecto described by a gaussian function. In

the general case the defecL functÍon is of the form, ,

lds
D(r) = :.-

sdÀ
(2.13)

where s is the area of t'he FPr prates and rJs,/s is the fraction of

the étalon area which has peak transmissíon ín the interval dÀ. If

tþe width of this function ís denoted by tl then a defect, finesse can

be defined as'

w- = ÀÀld (2.r4)
u

by analogy to Q.LZ). Ttris is an important quantity because ít

irnposes an upper lirnÍt on the overall instn¡r¡ental finesse and for

this reason has been called the "Iirniting finesse".

2.3.3 Apertute Function

Assuming tþat the FPf has a perfect étaLon and plate coatings

wíth R = I ¡ the instrr¡¡rent functÍon is solety due 'to the finite
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aperture and is defined as,

I dç¿

F(À) É ;
f¿ dÀ

(2. rs)

wtrere ô i" afr. total solid angle subtended by the instrument. :rhe

apefture finesse is defíned as

N = LA./f (2. 16)
f

where f is ttre hal-f-width of the aperture function'

2.3"4 Recorded Function

The function recorded by ttre FPI will now be synthesized by

referring to Figure 3. Firstly the étalon function E, is determineè

by convolution of the Airy function and the defect function.

E(I) =D*A (2.17)

ft¡e instrr¡ment function I, Ís due to the convolution of the étalon

and aperture functions,

r(À)=F*E (2.18)

ff the spectral radiance of the source is B(À) and its total rad-

iance B, then the source function is defined as,

G(À) = s(À)/B (2.re)

If tt¡is source is presented to the FPI ùhen the recorded function

is,
0(À)=BSflGtI 12.z0't

Referring to Figure 3, the functions on the left (D, F' G) have

all been norrnalised to unit area under the curve. The area within
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the shaded section, under the Airy function is determined by the

reflection coefficient of the plate coatíngs. The corresponding

atreas under functions Eo I and Õ are the same because ttrey result

from convolution of the Aíry function with ùhe normalised functions

D, A and G. The functions il, I and Õ become progressively broader

and hence the peak transmission is reduced. Tt¡e peak height of

tt¡e function denott>d I(À) is the overall peak transmission of the

instrument, which will be further discussed in the next section'

2.4 ResoLv Po\^¡er and Líoht Gather Power

The resolution of a FPI capable of just resolving two lines

Àg and À1 ma! be defined as,

6À=Ào-Àt=i (2.211

where i is Ut¡e width at Ìralf maxímum of the instrument function.

Tl¡e resolving power is defined as

s ='À¡6À = \,/L 12.22)

Ttre physical significance of the finesse noul becomes apparent. llhe

finesse represents the maximum number of spectral elements whÍch

can be resolved in one free spectral rangc.

The }íght gatheríng power of Èhe instrument may be defíned as,

L = rSf,l Q.23')

where t is the overall trangnission of the Ínstrument. this term

is the product of three factors

r = rA TD rF (2.24)

where r'- is the peak anptitude of the Airy furrction, given by
1{
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(2.I0). The factor tO is the peak anplitude of the tlefect function

and e:çresses the reduction ín transmission due to the convolution

A * D. The factor r, is the peak amplitude of the aperture func-

tion and as above, e{presses the reduction in transmission due to

the convolut,ion of A * D with F.

Chatrbal has shown that the optímum luminosity is achieved when

the widths of the three functions A, D ancl F are approximatoly equal.

Tt¡ís condition also optimises the light gatheríng power X resolving

power product, (Chabbalu 1953) given by,

I,R = 2IIIS (2.251

fhis relationship implies that, in eelectíng the resolving power and

light gathering potÀter of the instrument, a compromise wílI neeil to

be made. Details of the comproníse ín the case of the Mawson

fnstitute FPI ltiIl be given in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FABRY .PEROT ER

3.I Introduction

this chapter is devoted to the development of the Mahtson

Institute FPI for high resoluÈion studies of the doppler widths and

shifts of the atomÍc oxygen lines 
^577.7nm 

a¡d À630run' emitted by

ttre upper âtmosphere. The description of the instrument ín its

final form will be gÍven ín Chapter 4 and Èhe develop¡nental work on

the detection of trow light levels will be clescribed ln Chapter 5.

Constructional work on Èhe FPI commenced Ín 1967 ancl progressed

at a rater such that when the author Joined the project in 1969 a

large amount of ttre mechanical construction had been completed. It

$ras envisaged at this early st,age that 12-IB months should Lre suffí-

cient to desigm and build the electronics and to compleÈe the final

assembly and debugging. The large amount of debugging that would

actually be required could not have been envisaged at that st'age.

3.2 PiezoelectrÍc Stacks

The servo system for maíntaining the FPI pLates pärallel neces-

sitates the use of piezoelectric supPorts for both plates. The

lower plate fs supported on ttrree piezoelectric supports consisting

of ten annul"ar discs of PZTSH, manufactured by Brush Clevite Co.

Ltd. The discs have an inner diameter of 9mrn, an oüter díameter of

zQmm, a thíckness of 2rm and are of, lead zirconate-lead titanate

composÍtÍon. ltre upper FPI plate is suspended on three stacks each

consisting of two guch discs. llhe electrodes are berylium-copper

washers whích are cemented between alternate pÍezoelectríc discs by
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electrically conductíve adhesive. The construction is illustrated

in Figure 20. To strengthen the assenrbly a bolt is passed through

the Centre of the stack to couple together the brass couplings on

ttre ends. F'inal}y, the stack is encased with an insulating layer of

epoxy-resin. Electrical connections are made by soldering direct'}y

onto the berylium-copper washers, taking care not to over heat the

piezoelectrÍc cliscs.

The PZT5H composition t{as chosen because of its large Piezo*

electric coefficient, which for a stack of ten discs $tas measured to

be approxÍnately 4.5nm/vo1t. This meant that a po$ter supply capable

of delivering 600 volts would produce the desired displaceJrent and

the risk of electrical "flash-over'r was small.

The displacement characterist,ics of the ten disc stacks were

measured vrith a Hewlett Packard. linear displacement transducer Model

24DCDT-100. Thís has a buil-t in carrier oscí}lator and demodulator

r¿trich produces a DC output voltage proportional to the linear dis-

placement of the core. The manufacturer quotes a coefficient of

4mV/Um and claims tbat the transducer has linearity error less than

0.5 percent of full scale ancl zero hysteresis.

The results obtained rvere later verified by measurenents with

a capacitor transducer, which wí11. be described ín Chapter 4. Íhe

non-linearity and creep behaviour observed is therefore, a property

of the piezoelectric stack and not the dísplacement transducer. the

displacement-voltage characÈeristic is shown ín l'Ígure 4, and shords

evidence of gross non-linearity and hysteresis. A further undesir-

able property of the píezoelectric material was also discovered,

which wlll be called "creep". After the application of a voltage
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step to the stêck n the resultant displacement woulcl be partíally

achieved instantaneously i however n further nt<¡vernent amounting tc:

approxilxe.tely lC percent of the fulI dis¡rlacement '.,uor¡Ld continue for

some tens of secoml.s before a near to final displacement was reached.

Pre--polarization c,rf the discs tras cariied out by the manu-

facturer and it was felt tllat this may not l:ave been carried out

properly. Ransay andl iltugridge (1962) have repc'ri-ed that pre-

polarÍzation by applyir¡g an electric field to Èhe discs at a tempera-

ture greater than the Curie point, (I93"c) and then allowing them to

cool wiÈh the field apptied, significantly reduces hysteresis. Pre-

polarízation of a stack of four rfj-scs v¡as carried out in this fash,-

ion and r^ras fc'und to have no effect on the hysteresis or creoP'

SÍnce no solution to the non-linear movement of the plate

supports could be found it r.¡as concluded that Cynamic stabíIisation

of the FPI plate se¡laraLion would be essentíal.

l,lore recent tests cerried out by T" Cocks have revealed Èhat

both the conrposítion and confíguration of the piezoelectric material

play a part Ín deterrnining its linearity characteristics. A near

Iinear response with almost zerr) hysteresis has been achieved with

PZT4 rnaterial corrstructed in a tube configuration.

3.3 Parallelism Control

The principles of the automatic parallelism control system for

the FPI were developed within the C.S"I.R.O. ,Jívisíon of Physics by

Ralnsay (1968). A full descríption of this system will be given in

tt¡e next chapter and only cLetails relevant to tt¡e developnental

problems wiII be given at this st¿ge.
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Three silíca lugs were cementecl at I20o intervals onto the

periphery of cach I¡PI plate. The upper ptate ',^ri:ls supported by its

lugs in a bronze ri:rg, which was suspended from +-he roof of the

étalon chamber by three piezoelectric stacks, each of two d-iscs. In

the origínaI ctesigno the orient;rtion of the support lugs were offset

l:y 30" relative to the piezoelectric sÈacks. Thís support system

proved to bc unsatisfactorY.

The crrntrol system requíres th¿:È, the uPpoer pla-te be oscillated

aþout its centre, whicit is achieved by applying a sine wave drive

to each of the stacks supportinS lt" The phase of the drive applied

to each support is 12Oo in advance of that applicd to the previous

one. This prorluces a travellincr vtave orr the edge of the plate while

the centre of the plate remains statíonary. The oscillation of the

pLate shoul<l i"re such that the phase clÍfference betrvceD díametrically

opPosíte points is 180 degrees.

In early L97O, the FPI v¡as assembled for the fírst time in

order to assees the performance of the parallelisrn control. It soon

becarne apparent that the mode of oscíll,ation of the ring and FPI

ptate v¡as nothing like what was e:çected. Extensive studies \dere

made of the behaviour at different frequencies of oscillation, using

a strain gaug€ displacement transducer. Frequencies Ín the ra¡ìge

from I kHz to 1O kHz were tried, none of which were found to be

entÍrely satisfactory. The particular desÍgn configuration and the

materials used gave rise to quíte complex resonant behaviour in this

frequency l?ange. SÍnce no suitable drive frequency could be found

it was decÍded to rnodif,y the design.
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3.3.2 llesiqn Modifications

The material chosen for the meÈal-work of the FPI was a

special stress,-relieved bronze., of excellent me.:chanicel stabilíty.

It vras suggesteci ttrat this material may be partly responsible for

the resonant behaviour and tl¡at a high carbon meehanite would be

more suitable for use in the frequency range of l- to 10 kHz. Conse--

quently the EPf plate support rings and the lens*cell \iùere recon-

structkjd using meehanite. The original and the morlified design are

both shown in Figure 5. The bronze lens ceIl from which the étalon

chamber was su;ùLlorted, tuas replaced with a meehanite cell and an

a¡¡nular ring of meehanite vlas mounted on top of the upper bronze

plate. lIhe plate support rings were redesigned so that the piezo-

electric stacks and the plate support lugs were on the same axes'

rather than being displaceil by 30o, as in the ol:iginal desígn. $[any

holes were drilled in the rings to recluce the weíght ancl also to

cliscourage the formation of standíng !ùaves around the rings.

The oscillatory beliaviour was found to be much better wítt¡

these nodifications and the choice of a suitable operating frequency,

near 4 kIIZ was çn:its: straight forward.

3.4 SeBaration Control

The early investigations on the behaviour of Èhe piezoelectric

supports whích revealed non-linearíty and creep meant that a dynamic

servo systen would neerl to be developed to control the spacíng of

tt¡e FPf plates.

The requirements on the displacement tfansducer would be a

resolution better than lnm, with a bandwiilth of 10 gz. The long

term drift should also be within t-his limit over a perld of several

hours.
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3.4.1 Differential Transformer Displacement TranEdl¡cgr

ft was thought that the Hewlett Packard 24DCDT-I'00 dÍsplace-

ment transducer rvould probably meet these specifi-cat,ions if it were

placed in a temperature controlled environment. Unfortunately the

transducer itself dlssipated 9Oûn!,I whích made the maintenance of

high tenperature stabilÍty a very difficult exercÍse. This inherent

heat dissipation also meant that long periods of time were involved

before thermal equilibrium h¡as reached. Tests on the long term

stability of the transducer indicated that it would probably neet

ttre requíred specification in thís regar<l.

The resolution of the transducer wÍttr a bandwidth of IO Hz was,

however, only about 10nm, due to noise Íntrerent Ín ttre device. The

"unlimited resolution" clai¡ned in Èhe data sheet was only obtainable

witÌr intolerably narrow frequency response.

The work carried out on this displacement transducer was not

wasted however, because ít was later found to be suitable for use

in a pressure transducer for monitoríng aünospheríc pressure.

3.4;2 Capacitancê 1¡ransduoer

After discovering that no suitable transducer was conunercially

available it was decided to proceed with the constructíon of one

wíthin the Mawson fnstitute. the capacítance transducer appeared

to be the most promising, despit,e the fact that little Ln the way of

published results appeared to exist. An exception to thís was the

v¡ork of Thompson (1958) and more recently a comprehensive review

has been publÍshed by Jones and Ríchards (1973).

The simplest form of capacitance transduëer consists of a pair

of paralLel plates. The capacitance of ttris system is directly
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proportional- to the area of the plates and inversely proportional

to the separatíon Ì¡etween the plates. One plate is nade smaller in

area tlran the other so that only change in separation will stroncly

Atfect the capacitance and other relative movement witl be

unimportant,.

A more elaborate design is shown in Fiçfure 21 and consists of

five plates. P1ates 1, 3 and 5 are fixecl in positÍon, while plates

2 and 4 which are coupled together, are displacecl. rhÍs configura-

tion was chosen because of its greater output and lower temperature

dependence" The slzmmetry of the design ensures that a temperature

change wil.l affect each inter-plate capacitance by the same amounÈ

and so the output will not change.

The electrical equi-v:rlent, circuit for Ëhe five plate trans-

ducer is shown in Figure 2L. Electrícal connectíon is made to the

ÞIates so that the cj-rcuit is of a bridge configuration. The designa-

tion C12 refers to capacítance between ptates 1 and 2, The AC drive

voltage applied to the transducer wâs provided by a Hewlett, Packard

3300 function generator. The fregtrency chosen was 10 kHZ and tlre

amplitude 2 volts peak-to-peak.

The first prototype r¡¡as constructed from stainless steel arrd

used neoprene ¡O'-rings as the flexible elements separating the

plates. the choice of neoprene proved unfortunate because the res-

ponse r,üas unacceptably non-linear. The non-Iínear behaviour was

eventually attributed to Èhe neoprene spacers and so the transducer

wag redesígned using phosphor-bronze leaf springs as ttre flexíl¡le

spacers.
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The transducer was calibrated ancl tested using the interfero-

meter, by couplíng it on¡-o the lower FPI plate support ring. varÍa-

tions in plate spacing are transnítted to the transducer by an irvar

rorl which is coupled to the upper support ring. Using the 10 disc

piezoelectric stacks which support the lower plate it is possible

to scan over approximatety 12 orders of interference at À546nm.

The output from the transducer v¡as notecl corresponding to successive

mercury green line peaks transmitted by the FPI. The measurements

revealed no detectable departures from linearity that could be attri-

buted to the transducer. The maximr¡m likely erltor in setting on

tlte peak and in the electronics was O.5B of full scale. The resolu-

tion of the transducer vras much better than Inm and in this applica-

tion was actually limited by the electronics. The long term stab-

ílity, however, l¡ras somewhat marginal and only met the specÍfcation

when well temperature controlled. This r^las partly due to the

ttrermal expansion of the invar rod and the other metal contponents

in the coupling system between the transd.ucer anrl Ëhe 6ta1on, wtri"tt

is illustrated in Fignrre 20. ft¡ís effect can be compensated for by

altering the clatnp position relative to the rod as explaíned in

Chapter 4. The transducer is well thermally isolated from outsÍde

temperature changes and so exhíbits a long response t'ime to such

effeCts. A rþre serious temperature dependence arose due to warping

of the bronze plate from which the upper FPI plate ís supported.

This warping was transrnítted via the piezoelectric stacks to the

coupling system between transducer and étalon. Since the upper

bronze plate forms the top of the étalon chamber and so is in con-

tact wittr the outsíde air; this effect has a short response time to

outside temperature varíation. The difference in response ti¡ne l-s

apparent from the graph shown in Figure 6. A IoC change was made
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to the air temperature setting and the separation error plotted as

a function of time. The error due to warpíng occurs almost Ínstan-

taneously, while thermal expansion Ín the coupling system only

becomes the dominant effect after one hour has elapsed. It became

clear that temperature control to within 0.C1oC would be essential

for the transducer to ¡neet the requirement on long term stability.

3.5 Temperature Control

3 .5.I Air ture Control

The FPI is enclosed in a threè-síded box approximately two

metres in heighÈ and wíth sides 0.73 metres wide. rt was intended

that the air in this box would be controlled to within O.loC usÍng

a mercury in steet capÍllary tåermostat. Ttre air is drawn past

heaters mountecl in vertÍcal ducts by paddle-whee1 type fans mounted

at:the bottom of the ducts. The two ,ilucts were approximately 1.8

metres in height and have aír intakes at the top. The thersþstat

vras mounted so that the sensing bulb was at the same leve1 as the

étalon. The temperature variatiors inthe air were monitored using

a ttrermistor.

It was found that tJre ternperature fluctuations were 0.1"C in

aurplitude but were of such a long period (15 minutes) that tÏ¡e capci-

tance transducer -vtas affected. Separation control errors of + 2rül

were observed with the same periodlcíty as the tenperature

fluctuaÈions.

A heater was wound on the aluminír¡rr étalon chamber cover

(designated barrel heater) in an attempt to reduce tlre dependence

on air temperaÈure fluctuatÍons. A thermístor embedded ín the waIl

of tt¡eborrçelwas used to conÈrol the temperature. Ifie electrical
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nains supply (24OV AC) was used to power the heater and it was con-

trolled by a triac switch. The triac switch was operated in the

phase control ¡n-ode which enable<l proportional contrcll over a small

temperature range about the set-point. ThÍs type of electronícs

emits a large amount of radio*frequency noise, which was found to

interfere with the low level círcuítry use<l in association with the

capacit,ance transd.ucer. It was replaced by a system wt¡iCh switches

the power only when the AC voltage is near zero-crossing. The elec-

tronics witÏ¡ the zero-crossing control will be fully described in

tl-re Appendíx. Use of the barrel heater reduced the perturbations

in the transducer, but not sufficiently to be acceptable and so the

mercury in steel thermostat was replaced by a thermistor and zero-

crossing system.

The air temperature fluctuations were not sígnificanÈly

reduced in amplitude, but the period was reduced considerably. The

addítion of a third paddle-wheel fan positioned between the output

of the two ducts and with its output directed towards t'he top of

tl¡e FPI enclosure, further reduced the period of the fluctuations.

Another factor whÍch vtas responsible for this ímprovement was the

use of rrate-feedback". This means that, the cutrent del-ivered to tJre

heater Ís proportional not only to the error ín temEerature' but

also to the rate at which the set-point is being approached. A

correctíon of this type reduced the over-shoot due to the ¡>oor

couplÍng between heater and thermistor. WiËh all these refínements

tJle period of the air temperature fluctuations tas reduced to two

minutes while ttre amplitude was slightly less tha¡r O"IoC. The

schematic dlagram Ín Figure ? illustrates the positÍoning of the

heaters and thermistors described above.
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3"5"2 Ancillarv Heaters

In aclCition to the duct and barrel heaters two furtlrer heater

and therrn-istor comi:inations are showrt in Íligure 7 " The f irst of

these consists of a heater wourrd on the meehanite lens cell ancl a

thermistor ernbedded into the top of the cell. This was found to be

nec.essary because temperature changes outside the box lrùere trans-

mitted down the metal-work of the FPI ancl hence perturbed the

transducer. It tvas also felt ttrat a heater should be provi<led to

íso1aÈe the étaIon chamþer from the refrigeratecl photomultiplíer

chanrber" Hence the so-called Èube heater and thermístor were

incor¡rorated into the FPI, but were later fcund to be unnecessary.

E:<haustive tests on the thermal stability of the inËerferometer

r,ìrere carried out over a period of months and continued after the;

installation at Mount Torrens. A thermistor was mounted inside the

étaton chanber to monitor the air temperature near the FPI plates.

Temperature fluctuatíons in this region were typically less than

O.OO2oC over a 24 hour period.

3.6 Installation at l"lount Torrens

The developmental. work on the capacitance transducer and the

temperature control was consiclered to be completed at the end of

1971 and so the final refining of the instrument was then commenced.

The first ste¡; was to chemically blacken all the internal parts of

ttre interferometer to reduce light scattering. The outsíde of the

FPI was cadmium plated in an attempt to increase the thermal isola-

tion of the instrument. The FPI rrtas completely assembled once more

in the laboratory for final t¿sts before movíng it into the field.

In June L972, the move was made to the Mount Torrens fleld

station, which is about 30 miles East of Adelaide. rt was found
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that tt¡e temperature variations in the field station were so large

tt¡at it was necessary to run an air-conditioner continuously to

prevent disturbing the FPI temperature control.

A telemetry línk between Mount Torrens and the Uníversity of

A<lelaide had been in operat,ion for several years to enabLe trans-

missÍon of the measurements of the earth's magmetic field made with

a flux-gate magnetometer, sited near the field station. The 15

watt, 16O MHz transmitter and associated yagi antenna were found to

interfere with the low level circuitry used in the FPI. lfhe trans-

mitter and antenna had to be repositioned, well away from the

station, before this interference could be sufficiently reduced.

The most, serious problem encountered after field installation

was the suppression of background light e¡nitted by the parallelisrn

control lamps which was reaching the photomultiplier tube; despÍte

the use of a series of masks. The addition of an aperture at tlte

focal plane of the output lens consíderably reduce<l the background

light, however, optícal filtering of the lamps was needecl to com-

pletely remove it. The spectral response of the hp 5082-4200 series

pin photodiode, which was used as detector in the parallelism con-

trol, is shown in Figure 8(a). The peak of the response occurs in

the near infra-redo whilst Ín this reglon the photomultipller wlth

S-20 photocathode has little Õr no response. A wratten 87C filter

(see Figrure B(b)) was incorporated Ín the lamp housíng to block

e¡nissÍon bel-ow a wavelength of BOOnm and so reduced the background

from this source to neglígible proportions.

Airglow observatÍons were conmenced. ln July L972 and contín-

ued until october t L973. During this period more refínements were
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made to the FFI detection system which wíll be futly descrÍbed Ín

Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4

1.ES MAV¡SON INSTITUTE FPI

In this chapter the FPI constructed in the Mawson Institute

for Antarctic research will be describecl in its final forn. A cles-

cription will br,¡ given in Chapter 6, of. the operatíona1 procedure

for coll-ecting results, the analysis of these results and the tech-

nigue for calibrating the FPI.

4.L Optical and Mechanical Design

4.1.1 Optical Design and Adjustment

The optical design of the FPI ís illustrated by the schematic

diagram in Eigure 9. The light is í¡rtrr:duced i-nto the interfero-

rneter by a periscope consisting of two back-silvered mírrors. The

upper mirror can h¡e roÈatcrl about a horizontal axis to achieve var-

iation of the zenith angle of viewing and the v¡t¡oIe periscope can

be rotated about a vert,ical axis to vary azimuth angle. The peri-

scope is followed by the narrow-band interference filter; which

could. be one: of tho three whcse characteristics are given in Table 1.

The parameter Àç is the wavelength for peak transmission at normal

incidence and at a temperature of 30oC¡ and, T the percentage of the

incidence lÍght which is transnítted at that vravelength.

The next component is a l5O¡run, f/6 lens, at the focus of which

ís the fíeld step. This arrangemenÈ of the ínput optics ensures

tt¡at the light passing through the interference fÍlter is near-

para1lel.
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RED I

RED II

TABLE 1

INTERFERENCE FILTER CHARACTERISTICS

¡-q

630"0

630 .0

557.7

T (percent) Bandwidth (run)

0 .85

47 o"3B

62

40GREEN 0.8

The field stop is accurately positíoned at the focus of the

collimator, which Ís a three component 9o0mm, frl6 tens. The étalon

is next, followed by a single com¡ronent 3oOnun, f/2 lens, at the

focus of whj-ch is an aperture wíth diameter just large enough to

not limit the field of view of the FpI.

the final optical component is the Hírschfeld cone, which

introduces the light, into the wÍndow of the photornultiplier tube

so that nultlpre refrections occr¡r within its front window. Thís

device will be fully descrÍbed in the next chapter.

lhe arignment of the optics proved to be quite straight fon¡ard

as the only critical adjust¡nents are the FpI plate spacing and

parallelism and the alignment of the field stop and colli¡nating lens.

The latter alignment is achieved by auto-collÍmation usíng the

mirror surface of the top FPI plate. Ttre field stop is replaced by

a glass window with a graticule of fine concentriq circles engraved

on it. the holder for the fíeld stop (or graticule) can be moved up

or down relative to the colrimator lens to provÍde focusing and the

upper étalon plate can be stightly tilted to align the field stop

with the optíc axls. VÍith the graticule in position, focusing
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adjustment Ís nade unt,il no parallax can be observed between the

gr{flcule anrl its reflected irnage. The upper plate is then tilted

until the gratícule and its reflected image are coíncident. Fine

Íìovement of the FPI plates is achieved by use of the dífferential

scre\rrs from which the piezoelectric supports are mounted. The con-

struction of the fíne movement control ís illustrated in Figure 21.

Rotation of tt¡e fine-adjust nut only achieves a move¡nent given by

the difference between threads I and II which are 15 and l-6 per cm

respectively. Íhe FPI plates ale supported from this type of fine

movement control which enables adjustment of parallelism to wíthin

l0nm. These snall errors can be accounted for by applÍcation of the

appropriate voltages to the piezoelectric stacks, either nanually

or automatÍcally by the parallelism control servo.

The lower FPI plate ls supported from a large bronze disc which

ín turn is supported on three steel screws 25nun in dianeter and

approximately 350mm long. These screvrs have a very fine thread of

20 furns per cxn so that simultaneous rotation of all three provides

movement of the lower étalon plate relative to the upper. The drive

for this movement is provided by an electric motor vía a gear system

of very high reduction ratio. Movenent of the bronze support plate

and hence the lower étalon plate can be measured to the nearest

O.Olrun l:y a mícrometer coupled to the disc by a push rod. Very fine

plate separation adjustments including the scanning of the spectrrxn

are made by use of the ten disc píezoelectric stacks and measured

using the capacitance,-lisplacement transducer.

4.L.2 Mechanical Details

rhe details of the mechanical desÍgn of the FPr have been or
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wíl} be presented wittrin the sections of the thesis to which they

directly relate. Hence, the descriptíon given here ís in the form

of a general description of the instrument, including some fine

details which have not been mentioned elsewhere.

The interferr:meter is housed in a }arge ternperature controllecl

box from which it is supported by a number of steel springs. This

form of support is used in order to improve isolation from vibra-

tions. The upper-most unit which houses the periscope mirrors is

mounted on the roof of the box, independent from the maín body-work

of the EPI. This unit also contains an 8O watt heater, a fan and a

thermostat,. The heated air is blown over the mirrors to prevent

water condensation and also over the interference filter, which is

usually maintained at approximately 30oC. The periscope unit has

a small hatch in its side to permit the changing of interference

filters and the adjustment of the thermostat. The light from the

mercury ísotope 1amp, which is used for calibration purposes' is

also introduced into the FPI by passing a light-pipe through the

períscope hatch.

4.2 The P1ates

Ttre fused silÍca plates which make up the étalon are obviously

the m<rst critical optical component of the FPI. They were made by

Mr. John Cole, now of Cole Precision optics, Aclelai,ile and were

delivered in May L969. lltre original specifications for these plates

were l50nrm diameter and 25mm thick with a flatness of À,/80 at,

546om over the central l45ran dianeter. At this stage no technique

had been developed adeguately to neasure the flatness of the plates

without coatings. The initial coatings whích were applied by !,fr.

J. V'lard of Vfeapons Research Establishmentusalisbufy were of sílver
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and dielectríc compositíon. The reflective finesse at À630nm was

IO0 which enabled accurate studies to be marle of the plate defect's.

It was found that the defect finesse was only 20 which indicated

that the plates had noÈ met their original flatness specifÍcation.

Some of the defects could be attríbuted to non-unÍformity of the

coatings causing variations ín the phase change at reflection over

the coating surface (Ramsay, 1968) " rn late 1971 when the final

stages of development were being carried out, it was decídecl to

make an aÈtempt to improve the quality of the plates.

4.2.L Testinq for Flatness

The simplest method of testing for flaÈness is to apply a high

reflectance coating such as silver or aluminÍrxr, with sufficient

uniformity that the plate defects are the rra.jor factor in deter-

mining the defect finesse. Thís method was rejectecl however,

because it would have proved too time consuming and so a technique

for testing uncoated ¡rlates was developed.

Ttre graphs in Figure 10 íllustrate the transmission of the

FPI as function of frequency with and without coatings. It Ís clear

that the fringe pattern in (a) (coated plates) will have greatest

contrast in transÍrission, while in (b) (uncoatecl plates) the cont¡ast

is much better in the reflected fringe pattern. I'he reflected pat'-

tern is approximately the complement of the transmítted pattern for

low abaorption and so consists of dark fringes on a light background.

The experimental arrangrelnent for viewing the reflected fringe

paÈtern is ill.ustrated in Figure 1I. fhe light source needs to be

very bright and so a He-Ne laser is used. The laser is followed by

a lens to spread ttre beam and so illuminate the whol-e étalon
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aperture" A glass plate at 45o to the input beam is used to

reflect a fraction of this beam to the étalon under test. llhe

reflected fringe pattern is viewecl thr6ugh an aperture directly

above the glass plate. The pattern can be viewed by eye or recorded

on film by positioning a camera above the aperture. The interfer-

ence fringes obserr¡ed are Fiaean fringes.: someÈimes called fringes

of equal thickness. A number of examples of such fringes are shown

ín Figure 12, for thè plates near parallet. In each case tt¡e air

fílm between the plates is vredge-shaped and the axis of this wedge

is varíed to investigate the full aperture of the plaÈes. For per'-

fectly flat ptates the frínges would be sÈraight and parallel to cne

another. Any Cistortion in ttre fringes is due to a plate irnegu-

tarity and inclicates that more polishing is required. The edge-off

effect is quite apparent in Figrure t2 and other defects are also

apparent in the central area of the plates.

Each time the plates \{erê re--poLíshed a new set of photographs

was takerr in order to assess the quality of the plate surfaces.

The optical technicían, Mr. ,J. Cole who was polishÍn-g the plates

would then use the photographs as a guide for re-working the plates.

This procedure was repeated until it was thought that the plates

had reached the desired flatness.

A second mett¡od of assessing the plate flatnesso using ttre same

apparatus, r^tas aJ.so devised. Vlith the plates paraLlel and the

étalon spacing so $naII that the source Iíne wídth is ínsignÍficaut

the laser líne ís scanned in small steps by varying the voltages

applied to the piezoelectríc stacks. A photograph is taken each

ti.me the plate separatíon has been varÍed by lnm. 1\¡o such photo-

graphs are shovrn in Figure 13. A set of photographs of this tlpe
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can be used to construct a contour diagrara of the plate írregulari-

ties, similar tr: those presented by Chabbal (1958). The final

estimate of the plate flatness was À/60 at À546nm which implies a

defect finesse r No of approxi-rnately 30.

4.2.2 Coatings

the coatings proposed for use in the FPI consisted of a layer

of evaporated silver overcoatecl with a layer of magnesíum fluoride

ancl a layer of cerium oxide. The sílver layer provides the high

reflection coefficíent while the dielectric layers apart fron

determining ttre spectral response also protect the silver from deter.-

ioration causerl by erçosure to air. This protection of the silver

is so good that no noticeable deteríoraÈion has been obse¡rred after

two years. The characteristÍcs of the four coatings, from which a

choice was io be made, are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF COATINGS PROPOSED FOR USE ON

MAWSON INSTITT'TE FPI

À63Onm

Coating Ag Layer

(ntn)

MsF. Laver¿2-
)r/4 at (nm)

CeOz l,ayer

Irz4 at (nm)

R(r) r,(r) A(r)

500

594

594

500

40

40

30

30

I

IV

II

ITI

356

458

458

356

96.9

97,8

95.7

93 .9

2.2

1.6

3.6

5.1

0.9

0.6

o.7

1,0

The thickness of the silver, magnesiurn fluoride and cerium oxíde

layers is given and the percentage reflection, transmission and
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absorption at À63Onm. The reflective finesse and the peak trans-

missÍon as a function of wavelength are gÍven in Figure 14. It was

felt that thís type of coating ha,1 a nunber of advantages over the

more convent,ional multi-dielectric coating, recolnmended by Jacquinot

(f960). Referring to Figure 14 it, is clear that the coating desig-

nated IV has comparable peak transmíssion and finesse to the dielec-

tric coating consisting of seven alternate layers of zinc sulphide

and cryolite. The dielectric coating is only usefuL over a spectral

range of approximately 50nm, while the coating fV.has a finesse of

greater than 30 and a peak transnission greater than 0,6 over a

spectral range of 300nm" This means that the metal coatíngs will

provide for a more versatile instrument capable of studies at any

wavelength from 450run to beyond 8OOnm. The wide wavelength range of

transmission is also required for the operation of the automatic

parallelÍsm control, which is clescribed in 4.3. I'he other advantage

of the metal-dielectrÍc coating over the dielectric coating is that

the for¡ter requires the deposition of only three layers and so is

simpler to achieve than the latter which requires seven layers for

comparable perfonnance "

From the work on test,Íng plate flatness it was esti¡nated that

the defect finesse was 3O and so using Chabballs criterion that the

reflective finesse NR = ND, the coatings designated 1y are obv.i.ously

ttre most suitable. Ttrese coatings were applíed and have N* = 50

and t = 0.7 at a wavelength of 630nm.

The defect fÍnesse of the étalon is now quite straight forward

to measure, using the FPI in its conventional form as shown Ín

Figure 9. The field stop used was lmm which Ís sufficiently s¡nalI

so that the aperture function's contribution to the instrumental
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function is negligible, The fPI plate spacing is also made small

(Iess than lmm) so that the source function's conLríbution is also

very smaIl. 'Ihe profile tneagure<l by the photomultiplier is now

the convolution of the Airy ancl defect functions. The finesse

measureci with this arrangenent v¡as 16.5. This low value was attri-

buted to variatíon over the surface of the phasr: change at reflec-

tion, due to only minor coating Írregularitic:s of the order ot l'/2OO

at 546nm (Ransay, 1968) " Lack of time ¡rrevented further work in

this arean but it is clearly a problem which deserves attentÍon,

Ín order to ímprove FPI plate quality.

4"3 ParalleliÊm Control

4.3 "l Basic I>rÍnciples

Tlre automatic parallelism control system used in the l"lawson

fnstitute FPI is based upon the Ransay (1962) design. For the sake

of completeness the prínciples of this system will be cut'lined.

Tþg Lrperatíon of the servo loop which controls parallelísm of

the FPI p1a'Ees is explainecl with reference to Figures 15 and 16.

The sensing of parallelism is achÍeved optically along two ortho'-

gonal axes designated X and Y. Control about the X-axÍs only is

illustrated in Figure ì"5, for sÍmplicity. Collí¡nated whíte light

from the source (S), is projected down through the working surfaces

of ttre FPI; after two reflections in the Lowe.r pla'Ee (PL)it Passes

ùp ttrrough t}e surfaces again anct is finally detected aÈ D. The

pyramidal sulf,eces on the underside of P"ìare polished at 9Oo to one

another, which ensures that the traverses A to B and C to D of the

FPI are parallel.
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The transmission through interferometer AB, is in the forn of

a channel- spectrum. The superposition clf two of these spectrat

wtrich results from traversing ttre two interferometers AB and CD, has

a large maxj-mum when AR = CD. Idhen this condition is met along both

tt¡e X and Y axes then the plates are parailel. Tilting the plates

away from parallel reveals subsidiary maxima of decreasing intensity

as shown in rigure 16. The principal maxinum is easily distinguished

because its amplÍtucle is approximately two times that of the largest

subsidiary.

Referring to FÍgure 17, the automatic parallelism control main-

tains the sigual from the two detectors DX and DY at a maximum.

This is achieved by oscillating the upper plate and then maxinÍs-

ing the mean vaLue of the oscillatory signal obtai¡¡ed at ttre detec-

tors" The upper plate is oscillated about it,s centre, by applying

a sine wave drive to each of the piezoelectric stacks supporting it.

As the sine wave clrives are shifted l20o in phase relative to each

other the centre of tl¡e plate remains stationary. The output of

the detectors thus contains an oscillatory as weÌl as a DC component

and when the oscillatÍon is slmmetrical about the peak of a maxi¡num

(see Figrure 18) then the detector output contains no component at

the driving frequency. The oscillatÍon observed will actually be

at twice the driving frequency. Any error in positioning will pro-

duce a component at the drlving frequency, the phase of which indi-

cates the direction of the error. The three possÍble situations are

shown in Figure I8.

The signal from the detector ís anrplifleil by a preamplifíer and

ttren passed via a bandpass filter to a phase sensitive detect¡r (see

Figure 17). This compares the phase of tt¡e error signal trith a
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reference anci supplies a correctiÛn voltage of the appropriate

polarity to the 600v supplies, which drÍve the stacks supportíng

tlae lower plate, Feeclback between the 60ov supplies ensures that

the mean plate spacing renains Ehe same whcn corrections are applied

by the paraltelism contr:ol circuitry. For example, an error along

the x-axis is corrected. by application of a signal corresponding to

he tf ttre reguirecl ccrrection t-o stack clesignatecl Xl ancl due to the

feedback network, a correction of the same nagnitude, but of oppo-

site polarítY is aPPlied to X2.

Íhe shaping cif the overall response of the loop ís achieved

rvith the equalizer circuit, which is placed between the phase-

sensitive detector and 600V supplies.

4.3 .2 Collimated Liqht Sources and Detectors

The opt.i,cal clesign of the collimated tíghÈ sources ancl detec-

tors are il.lustratecL in Figure 19. The larnps were nominatly rated

at 2 volts, 0.25 amps, but vrere normatly operated below this rating

in order to extencl their life. The globe is followed by a Iens to

condense the líght. on a pÍn-hole O.Im¡n in 'JÍameter. the pin-holes

vrere constructed by pricking holes in aluminiun foil and then glue-

ing the snral"l piece of foil onto a brass mounting disc. A set of

such pÍn-holes were made with cliameters in the range 0.05 to 0.25mn,

from which the O . Illun ones \dere selectecl . the pin-hole is accur-

ately ¡rositíoned at the focus of the objective lens (29rwr., f'/41 so

that a colli¡nated beam of light is produced. In adclition to the

focussing acljustment, the IÍght sources ttêre constructed so that

the globe posítion could be altered to maximise the intensity of the

Iamp outPut.
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The cletector c<¡nstruction consists of an objective lens' tlte

same äs used in front of the lanrps followed by thc PIN diode detec-

tor, in the focal plane. It is possÍble to adjust the posiÈion of

the diocle relative to the lens to maximise Èhe signal output. The

pIN diodes usêd were hp-5o82-42}O series, suppliecl by Hewlett-

Packard.

As mentionecl in b,he last chapter a further refinetttent was

reguired to the lamp-detector system to eliminate background light

reaching the photomult.iplier trrbe. This vras the addítion of a

flratten 87C filter ln front of each of the larnps to al¡sorb the

spectral region of the lamp output to which t}re plrctomultiplier has

most sensitivity"

4.3.3 Gain Requirements

The design requirement for the paraltelism control was that the

errors in parallelism shoutd be Less than the flatness defects of

tlre plate surfaces. I'his means that the servo control errors should

be less than 5nm. The maximr:¡n scanning range required is one half

wavelength at À630nm (namely 315nm) which implies a DC loop gaín

of at least 6O. A gain of 3OO r.¡as achÍeved quite readily without

lnstability setting in.

The electronic circuitry for the automatic parallelism control

is described in the APPendix.

4.4 SeparaÈion Control

Tt¡e servo system for control of the separation of the FPI

p}ates is based trpon the capacitance dÍsplacement transducer, which

has already been <lescribed in some detaíI. Details of the
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cletectíon electronics are given in the Appenriix.

4.4"I Capacitance Displacement Transducer

The constructíon of the capacitance llisplacement transCucer is

sh6wn in Figure 21. It consists essentiatly of five stainLess steel

díscs which have been carefulty machíned and polished so that their

thicknesses4 are accufately matched and equal Eo 2.54nm. The three

discs labelled 1, 3 ald 5 havc a nominal diameter of 32mm arrd are

separated by stainless steel rings and mica washerg, ås sho$tn. The

two discs 2 ¿rnd 4 are bolted together with an insulated gteel boLt

and are spaced apart by ;: stainless steel spacer and tv¡o mica

washers. these two discs ¿rre supported relative to tÌ¡e other three

by leaf springs made of phosphor bronze, which are not shown in the

diagram. These springs press against small grub screws wíth conical

tips made of fused silica to ensure electrical isolation between

the discs. Electrical contact is made with the discs via rolled

copper tubes, which prêss inÈo holes drillecl in the discs. The

transducer is encased in a meethaníte holder lined wíth a SRBP tube

to provide electrical insulation.

The transducer is mountecl relative to the FPI plates as shown

in Figure 20. This diagram also illustrates the coupling beÈween

the top plate anrf the capacitance transducer. The invar rod which

acts as a push, rod on the transducer is clanrped to the uPper plate

support ring by use of a camera shutter cable release. The cable

release was choseh because it enables operation of this clartp fron

outside the étalon chamber. The cla¡nping point can be adjusted to

allow compensation for thermal exPansion of tt¡e metal in the coup-

Iing between the plates. This ls aclrieved by adjusÈing the ¡nsition

of ttre tt¡readed tube to which the cable release is fixed. Thls
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varies the length of steel in the coupling system relative to the

length of invar rod, thus changing the thermal expansion character-

istics.

The invar rod is insulated from disc nrrmber two by a small

silica plug with its upper face pc;lished to reduce friction between

the rod end and the pIug. Movement of one of the dtalon plates

causes tt¡e assêmb1y, consisting of discs two ancl four to move rela-

tive to the other three discs. When this assenbty ib central-ly

positioned the inter-disc spacings are notrinally 50¡lm, which corres-

ponds to a ca4racitance of approximately 150 pF.

^ 
¿1, 2 The Servo

The electrical. equivaler:t circuit of the transducer is a cap.r-

citance bridge as shown in Figure 21. Vlhen the invar rod is pushed

clown capacitances C23 and C45 decrease while C12 and C34 increase.

With the AC drive voltage applied between disc 3 ancl discs 1 and 5,

this irnplies that the AC voltage at 4 increases while that at 2

tlecreases. A rli.fferential arnplif ier cletects the change in voltage

betrrreen 2 and 4 ancl pasises the resultant signal to a band*pass fLlter

which is tuned to the drive frequency of 10 k[IZ. lhe filtered

signal ís tlren rectifie<l to produce a DC voltage proportional to

ttre displacement" This voltage is amplífied by the inverter stage.

There is also provision to manuaLly adjust ptate separation by intro-

ducing an offset voltage at the ínput of the inverter stage. The

output from the inverter is presented at the input of the equalizer

along with the barometer correction and the external scan signal.

The gain reguirements for Èhe servo loop are the same as those

discussed in Section 4.3.3 for the parallelisn contro,l. The gaín
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of, the vatlous tt'ag€,Ê Ía tl¡e l,oo¡r were a¡fa¡¡ged So tlrat without the

equ alízer the Loop had unlty gain. the necessary gain of 100

tímes was thus íntroduced ín the equatizer circuit-

Tt¡e transducer is ín tt¡e balance or so-called null posítion

when tl¡e inter-disc capacitances are aII egual and the error signal

should be at a minlmu¡n. The phase of the AC error signal will be

opposite on eitber side of this posltion. For the servo loop to

control about this position would require the use of a precision

phas,e sensitive detector and it was decÍded that the development of

such circuitry would be too time consr.uning a¡rd so the sfunpler

approach of always operating one side of the null position and

measuring only the amplítude of the error sLgnal, eras adopted.

4,4.3 Barometer

The spacing of the 8PI plates during normal tr630nm airglow

observatLons is approximately l0mm. The medír¡¡n between the plates

ís air, whÍch will change in refractive index when the atmospheric

pressure varies. At a separatlon of lOmm, a presture change of

1 kPa (l0mb) will alter the refrective índex of the air by 2.73 x

-eIO-o. ftrís is eguivalent to a separatton change of, 27.3nm, which

inrplies that quite small atmospherlc pressure variations vtill be

sigrnificant. To compensate for such variations a Pressure trans-

ducer, which for this Èype of application is usually called a

þarou¡eter, will be required wlth a resolution of approxímately 5 Pa

A schematic diagram of tt¡e barometer design is shown in

Figrure 21. An atnoaPheric pressure change causes a deformatLon of

the evacuated aneroid cel1. A lever system couples the celL ¿6 the

Hewlett Paokard 24 DCDT-IOO displacement transducer, which has been
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d,oscrùbed in Seotion 3.4,1, fl¡€ output vultagc fro¡n tl¡e trans-

ducer is directly proportional to the displacernent, and hence ttre

pressure change.

The output from the traneducer is passed to an amplífier with

variable gain, to permi.t the correct setting of the pressure-

r,-oltage coefficlent. Thís gain wíll need to be adjusted whenever

the FPI plate spacing is altered and Ís provided as a front panel

control.

1he barometer was placed insLile the temperature controlled box

whích houses the FPI and was found to compensate for atnospheric

pressure varÍations quite satLsfactorily.

4.4.4 the FPI

Ttre interferometer echematic diagran shown in Figure 22 ù]!uS-

trates the interconnectíon of t}¡e electronics for scanning and

recording the spectrum. 1t¡e Nuclear-Data ND-I100 Analyzer Systsn

is used as a signal averager. At the start of a scan' counts

detected at the averager are addecl ínto the firsü channel of the

mëmory. After a preset tl¡re the avêrager steps to the second

cha.nnel. Ítre process is repeated for subsequent channels until

L28, 256 or 512 channels have been scanned, and then the averager

returns to channel one and the seguence is repeated untll the signal

to noise ratío of the spectJrln being recorded ls deemed to be satis-

factory. As the signal averager scâJrs acro6s the menory it outpuÈs

a ÞC "roltage (channel address output) wt¡ich is directly pro¡nrtfonal

to the cha¡urel nuriber. lltris sLgnat is applied to tlre external scan

input of the FPI, after some attenuation and so produceg a linear

variation of the FPI plate spaoíng.
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The scbematÍ.e diag¡âq aLso -i'llust.ra¿es -the intercon¡rection- of

the 'brdc control servos while the FPI is being scanned and the two

alf-ernatir.e detection systems, which will be fully described in

the next chapter. The output from either of these systens, whích

l.s;in the form of pulses, ís applied to the "counts input" of

'ui:e signal averager.

4.5 Te:nperature Control

31:e tenperature control system has already been descríbed in

sorne detail in the last chapter and eo onLy a brief sunünary of íts

opera.tíon and a description of the electronic ctesign will be give:i

heee.

lltre air temperature Lnsíde the box enclosing the interfero-

meter fs controlled to withl.n O.loC by circulating heated afr wÍth

ttrree pacldle-vrheel tlpe fans. The nean aÍr temperature inEide tt¡e

box ís set at 3OoC which is well above the aír ternperatrüe Lnslde

the field station. Tt¡e cmrercial air-conditíoner unit Ln the field

station is run contínuously anil maintains the teurperatr¡re at

approximately 20oC.

To maintaín adequate thermal stability tt stas found necessary

to provide trm other tenperature controllers. The fi¡st of tÌ¡ese Ls

ln the f,orm of a Enall nunrber of turns of elect¡ic-blanlcet heating

wire wrapped around the lens-cell. ltre temperat[re is controlled

by a thermístor e¡nbedded deep inside the oeII. lftre second heater

al'so conelets of electric blanket heater wire and ls wound on the

outsLde of the alwiniun barrel enclosf.ng the étalon chanber. llt¡e

tt¡ermlstpr ie enbedded ln Èt¡e vertlcal wall of this barrel. :Ihe

set-point for botl¡ these controllerÊ is 3O.5oC ancl tt¡e ctabflity
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achieved'is typically within a fery nitli-degreea over a period of

24 hours. ThÍs st'ability was verÍfied by monitoring a thermistor

placeit lnsíde the étalon chamberr to deteqt air tem¡reraÈure

f,luotuationE.

4.5.1 BasiEPrinciEr1eg

A'sensing ttrer¡rfistor is placed in good therrnal contacÈ with

the neëlir¡n whlch is to be tenpe,rature controlled. llhe resisÈancs

of the the¡¡ÍIgtor Ís compared wLth a selected resistor includled ln

tÌ¡e error anpliflerr ând lf the conparLson lndl,cates an e¡ror ttren

the ourrent to the heater f.s switched on or off, depend!.ng on the

dLrectiòn of tt¡e error. In the tem¡ærature range of t O.OtoC

about the set-point proportl,onal control occurs. llt¡ís means that

as the set-¡nint, is approached the heaÈer current f.s lncreased or

decreased in proporÈion to the terrperatirre error. tn the case of

the air temperature controller there ís also rate-feedbaclc Lncor-

porated ínto Èhe servo-loop, r,ihLch i! part compensates for the poor

coupling between heater and thermistor. Ttre system is shown l¡t

block diagram follr in Fígrure 23. Ttre details of ttre electronic

clrcuitry are given in the Appendix.
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DETESTION OF VERY LOW LTGHT LE\¡EÍ,S

5.1 Introduction

In order to study ttre diurnal variatÍon of the Doppler

teurperature for the normal I63Onn nightglow emissions ít ie neces-

sary to contend wttlr intensltl.es as low as 10 Rayleighs (Schaeffer,

1970) .. For ,the purp,oses of the followíng discussion an e¡r{ ssion
:., .

of ttris intensity having a Doppler width corresponding to a temp-

erature of L000K is considered to be incident on the Mawson

Institute FPI. If tl¡e instrumental profile ie centred on tÌ¡e

mlsslon line ttren the light flux at ttre photomultlplier tt¡be wiII

be approximately IOO photons/second. For a photocaÈhode of thå

S-20 t1pe, this flux will produce less than 10 pulsee/secòn¿ it

the anode. A photsrultiplier with a two inch dia¡neter S-2O ¡ütoto-

catlrode, çt¡en cooled to -3OoC has a residual dark count "at" ""t-
erar tlmes this value' Hence lt will be necessarlz to integrate

for a period of tiæ long enough not only to reduce statlstical

flr¡ctuations in ttre signal, but also in ttre background produced

by the photonultÍplier. lltrls ctrapter Ls dlevoted to the erdeavours

nhich were made to Íncrease the efficiency of available Photo-

un¡ttiplier tubes a¡¡d at tlre sane tinê to decrease tåe dark count

rate. llhe electronic circuitry wtrích was developed to detect the

enode curtent pulses is also descri.bed. iftre investLgatLons nere

cåi.rfed out on a ntnber of EMI 95588 photonnrltiptier tubes wl¡Ich

had bee¡r used for several years ln afrglow photometers. Ilurlng

the developnent of the FPI there stêre a number of periods of tl¡ne

during r*trich mechanical modiflcatlons were being nade a¡til f't waa

5

in thls time that ttre str¡dies of low level ltght detectfon werc
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carrÍed out. VtÌren tt¡e obsenrations $tere corn¡nenced lt beCame

apparent ttrat further.improvenent could be achieved by usl'ng pulse

counting detection and also rnagnetic defocusing and 30 these nodl-

fications were made at a later stage.

5.2 Ttre Photomultiplier 1ll¡be

the EMI 95588 photormrltiptier tr¡be is a 50n¡n dia¡neter tube

with a 4Amncatåode of the s-20 (trl-alkalÍ) type. Accordlng to

tt¡e manufacturer's data the quantrrm efficiency of this photocath-

ode is 6t at a wavelength of 630nm. The dynodle structure is of

the venetian blfnd tyPe, witå 1I dynodes having CsSb secorutary

emitting surfaces. Tt¡e collection efficiency of this {mode

system is suct¡ that about one-third of the electrons leaving tlre

photocathode are lost (Coates, 1973).

lfhe EMI 9558 photonuttíplier tube has been widely used in

applicatlons where ttre long wavelength response Ls Lmtr¡ortant,

such as in laser studies at À633nn and in astronomy a¡uÉl airglow

studies. Consequently a large amount of prrblished data is avail-

able specifically relating to studies on this type of tube. . For

example Rodnan and Smlth (1963), young (1963), Nakamura and

Schwarz (f969) and Foorð et 41. (1969) r Èo name only a few.

lftre tegts described in thle chapter vtere carried out witå

tlre tr¡bes operatfng at ttreir rated sensítlvity of zOONLron, unless

specifícalty stated othe¡ryíse. lltre overall voltåge for tt¡La

sensl.tlv|ty and the other parameters su¡rplfed by the nanufact-

urerE are gLven in lable 3.

Ítre voltage divider cþain ernPloyed ís a standard EMI deaLgn

called the "llnear chain", becauge t'he interdynode vttltages are
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TABLE 3

DATA SUPPLIED BY EMI FOR

?qcEor'{JTIrPELERå ugEp DURr}G rÑrESr.rGATrONS

Dark Current
(nA) at 20oC

ETIT f,or
Serial No. 2OOA/Lm

9265

9737

9964

10016

1160e

1700

1050

10ro

1090

940

I.0

r.0

0.7

4.0

L.2

L32

L68

124

194

158

all eqgal. ÍIlle cathode-first dynode voltage ls stabll,isedl r¡sÍng

a 15Ov zener (1N?42). For pulse counting operation the last

dynOde is decoupled to ground and ttre two previous dynodes de-

coupled to it.

5.3 Puantum Efficiency Enhançement by Total fnter¡ral Refl.ectfon

5.3.1

The basic princfplc of this technique for enhancl'ng the

efficiency of a photonultipller tr¡be is fllustrated in Figure 24.

A small glass prísr is optlcally coupledt to the photornultipller

endl-wLndovt wíth a drop of o11, enablfng ttre fntroduction of a

light ray into the wi¡rdow, auch that the ray is totally internally

reflected at both the photocathode-vacur¡m interface ar¡d the wl¡rdow-

air interface. ftre conditions for total internal reflectl'on at

ttrege ttrc interfaces are identical if ttre refractive indlccs Of a

våcuun ând al¡ are ta¡ßen as both befng unity. If låe refrâctlve
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Lndex of tÏ¡e tube window Ls n1, then ttre ray Ís totally inter-

nalLy reflected if,

I
01 > arcsi" (-) (s.l)

nI

r'¡trere 01 is ttre angle of lncÍdence at the window-air interface.

For light of wavelength I63O!¡rn an S-20 photocathode absorbs

only 2Ot of the light at nozmal incidence with 3Ot being reflected

and 50t transritted (Kondrashov and Shefov, 1964). lttre fntro-

ô¡ctíon of tt¡e light ihto tåe tsr¡be r.rindow so that nultipte

reflections occur wlII consfderably reduce this 80t loss.

ft¡is technique appeËrrs to have been independently origlnated

at the Air Force .àvl.onícs Laboratory (Rambo , L9641 and at,'the

NASA Ames Research Centre (Gunter et aI. 1965) and has bèen sr¡b-

sequently refLned such that a quantunr effÍciency of almost 60t

'has been achieved at l4OOn¡n, for a sel,ected EMI 9558Q8 tub€,

(Jennfngs et al. t97O). Practical devices for use in exlsting

optical stystems have been described by oke and Schild (1968),

Hlrschfeld (f968) and by Gunter et al. (1970) andl fn all càses tlte

fnprovement 1n efficiency at À630nm Ls at least a factor of two

for S-20 photocathodes, For tt¡is r€aaon it was decided th¡t the

addÍtion of an enhancement devl.ce to the Mawson Institute FPI

rúould be a wortt¡while exereise, provided lt d,Íd not require

extenslve ¡rodifications to ttre e:ristLng construction.

5;3.2 Preliminary t¡leasurenents

5.3.2.1 Measurements on Photsrultipller Ír¡be

The deslgn of the erù¡acenrent device requtred knowledge
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of the refracÈíve ir¡dex and tÏ¡icÌ<r¡ess of tlre tuþe end-window.

the ts'1l handbook on photomultipliers states that the window nat-

erlal.was borosilicate gtrass, tn¡t does not specify the thickness

or refractíve index.

fhe refractive lndex rras measured using a pulfrich refracto-

meter. It was calÍbrated using dístÍlled water as a star¡dard.

Íhe refractive index was measured at a nrnber of wavelengths with

uncertaintles estimated to be less than 0.001. The refractive

lndex at tr630n¡n was determÍned by interpolation and was t¿ken to

be I.47 .

lhe end-window thíckness was mêasurerl using a travelling

mícroscope anal found to be 3.0nrn. t¡e absve measurem€nts were

carried out for only one sample, however it was considered that

these parameters were unlíkely to var]r much between tr¡bes.

5.-3.2.2 Desígn Consíderations

ln the Mawson Institute FPf the photorultiplier tube

has its photocathode centred on the optic a:ris of the output

optics, which delíver an f,/2 bear. As stated earlier, the enhanoe-

ment device was to be introduced wl.ttrout extensively nodifying

ttre existing design and should¡ therefore accept an f/2 beam.

the first trr¡o devices consídered were original in design

a¡rd are illustrated in FÍgure 25. For the design ln (a), theore-

tical consideration revealed that approximatety 8Ot of, t-trc C,/2

bean tould make tv¡o translts tl¡¡ough the end-wLruflow. ft vras

decíded r¡ot to proceed with constructíon of a ¡fotoÈ1pe because

it wae felt that better designs were availabLe, whLch vould be

easier to buíld.
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FIG. 25. T\llo d.esigns of enhancement device which both give
two internal reffections in the tube end-wi-ndow.
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A prototype of the design in Figtue 25(b) ' was constructed

from perspex. This material was chosen because it was fairly

símple to machine and polish to the desLred shape. Considerable

dlfficulty was encountered Ín depositing a mLrror surface on ttris

naterial and tÌ¡is was one t'eason for-cliscarding ttris desígn. lltre

prototype qras used witt¡ a tnnber of 9558's and the best, enhance-

ment achíeved'at. )r630nm was approxirnately I.75 times. ftris ie

Certàinly a signifícânt gain, but the results reported by other

e¡-$¡erj.me¡rters r'tere considerably better than thisr êDd so it was

deçided to search for a better cleslgn.

5,3,1 Hi.rschfeld Cone

The next device which was consÍdered and eventr¡ally utllised

in ttre FPI, yras based on a deslgn Buggested by Hl.rschfeld (1968)

and so will be called ttre Hirschfeld cone. The basic prLnqíples':

are indicated Ín Figure 26(a). A truncated cone witlr its sgaller

face ín optícal contact with the tube wirxlow, has a colll¡neted

bea¡n of light incident upon it. Ítre maxi¡rum diameter of .the base

of ttre cone, or, is dependent on the thickness of the tr¡be windon

t,,

o = 2[tan0 (5.2)

where 0 is the angle of LncLdence at the window-photocathode

Lnterf,ace. The usable portion 9{ of tlre entrance wlndow of the

cone fs given by

W = 2ocosO (5.3)

assnml.ng the refractive index of tJ¡e cone and the tr¡be windovr are

tåe same. ftrls is a reasonable assrrnption for a cþne of perspex,

which haE a refractive lndex of 1.490 at À630r¡n. In equatlons

(5.2) and (5¡3) the value of 0 can be asslgned by using equåtLon
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The Hirschfeld cone. The basic principles
of the device are illustrated in (a). The
modified Hirschfeld cone used in the Mawson
Institute FPI is shown in (b), where the
dimensions given are in mm.

Pfc. 26.
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(5.I) and so tt¡e maximnm valueE of t¡, lr¡ are determined. Hirsch-

feld (1969) has considered the case of an r¡ncolli¡natd beam witþ

an afig$lar 'üâtlgê Â0 in air. Ttrís is reduced in the tr¡be windos'

to A0l glven by

sl-n Ã0/2
A0l = 2 arcsin (s.{)I

t
nl

Equations (5.2) and (5.3) novr beeome¡

I
¡¡ =:2ßtan(0-A0 /21

and

(s.s)

(s.6)
t,an 0/2

ûl r 2t¡l

tan(0+A0l /21-ta¡1/2

lltre central portf.on of the beam will Pass through the base

of the cone and so rtíll not be enhanced. lltris has been called,,

tl¡e unenhanced percentage U and is given by: i

U = 1o0 (,u/w+ulz (5.7 )

lftre ¡rodtfied ¡lirschfeld cone used in the FPI is shorrn in

Figrrrre 2.6(bl. 1lt¡e dimensions vtere courputed using an angle of

fncÍdence in the window of 55o and wíndow tltíckness of 3mm, which

allows 2 to 3 bounces at tjhe photoeatþode, while an earlier

p¡ototype allowed 3 to 4 bounces at 47o. ltre lens gurface on the

top of tþe device ensures that ttre beaur Ls approxinrately coÌ!i-

nated and so ¡Ol is gnall. lftre results obtained for threê

9558ts ate tabulated in Table 4.

lltre erù¡ancenrent was fourid to be independent of the Photo-

mrltiplíer overall gain setting. A fi¡rther refinement to the

Iens surfaee ttas nrade to reduce tT¡e unentranced percentagei'"'Ihe



TABLE 4

IABUI,ATION OF lHE ENHAIICEIITËTITS OBTAINED AT T63ONM

FOR THREE EMI 95588 PH(ITOMULTIPLIERS USI\rc MODTFIED HIRSCH-

FETÐ CONES

Photo¡¡ultiplier Ser. No.

9265

. e737

11609

55,

Enhancement

3-4 bounces at 47o 2-3 bounces at 55o

1.85 L.9

1.9 1.9

2.25 2.25

central area of the lens was polished flat over a diameter equal

to r¡r. For the 9558 serial number 9265, t*¡l.s increased the

erùrancement to 2.1 tímes. tfith this refinement it was estimated

that ttrc une¡ùrancenent ¡ærcentage vras less than 20t.

Havl-ng established the feasibility of obtaining a two-fold

improvement, in ttre effective guantum efficiency, the device

illustrated in Figrnre 26(b) was installed Ín the FPI.

5.4 Reduction of Dark O¡rrent

5.4.1 Temperature Dependence

It is weII knowr¡ ttrat cooling a tube wittt an S-20 photo-

cattrode will greatly reduce ttre dark current, with dependence as

shown ln Figure 27, for tr¡be nr¡mber 1OOL6. ltt¡e dark current fe

not reduced significantly below -3OoC and ft has been reporteô in

some cases to increase wltlt further cool{ng (Rodman and Snlt}t,

f963). lftre residual or r¡on-thermal cdtponent tt¡at remains is non-

Poisson in character, having a varÍance much greater than tlre mean

count rate.
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lltre terrPerature dependence of overalt- tr¡be sensítívity is

a somewhat nore contentious issue. The measurements of YOung

(1963) Lndicate that the anode response of two 9558rs lncreased

by approximately Sot when cooled to -3ooc for a wavelength of

630nn. NakaÍtura and Schwarz (1968), howeyer, have measured a six

to seven times reduction in anode sensÍtivity for ttre 9558 they

tested. It is clear thêt differences between indiviclual Èubes

must be very signifiCant and so tests $tere carried out on the ürbe

tlrat was to be used in the FPI. ft¡e results obtaÍned for the ü¡be

10016 are i¡niagreenent witlr those of Young (f963). Cooling to

-3OoC increases the anode sensitivity at À63Onm by approxfmatety

40*, relative r-o the rocur tenperature value.

For the particular 9558 to be used in the FPI ft has thua

been ghown tþat coolinE is highly advantageous in redlucing the

dark cr¡rrent and also increaslng the overall tr¡be sensitivity.

5.4.2 Maqnetic Defocusinq

After obServations had been couwtenced it vlas found that tlre

resÍdual dark count rate of tt¡e cooled photo-multiplier was

typically several times greater tl¡an the peak signal count rate'

lltre technlque of dark current rduction by using magnetic defocus-

ing was considered even ttrough it would negate süte of t'he sl'gnal

irnprorrement achieved by use of the Hirschfeld cone. lltre reaaon

is apparent from FLgure 28, which íllustrates the principles of

magfnetic defocrrsing. A short solenoid ls placed around the out-

Eicte of ttre'photomultiptier tube adJacent to ttre photocathode'

llhe ¡nssage of a current through the solenoid Procluces a nag-

netLc field between the photocathode and first dynode, as shown'
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Electrons leavLng the outside of the cathode are dírected away

from the fírst dynode and so are not, multipLied while those from

the centre of the cathode are not deflected. If the light to be

detected is directed to the central area of the photocathode then

ttrere rvill clearly be an increase in the signal count to dark

count ratio. The first erçerimental results publÍshed on thí¡

technique appear to be tt¡ose of Farkas and Varga (1964), who

reported an increase ín the signal-to-noise ratio of at leasÈ an

order of magnÍtude for a C\IP 150 type photomultiplÍer. Subseguent

results have been re¡nrted by Frommhold and Feíbelmann (1967) and

Topp et al. (1969) who verified tt¡e work of Fa¡kas and Vargar. in

each case using EMI 9558rs. A ¡nost thorough investigatíon of

nagnetLc defocusing again applied to a 9558 has been published by

lbight et al. (1968) , They experirnented witt¡ three different

field qeometries, all of which increased. the signal-to-background

ratio. A rÞre lnteresting result was ttre effect ttre defocusing

had on the dark count pulse height distribution, in eliminating

a greater number of large pulses than the sr¡all ones. This means

ttrat tåe difference between the pulse helght dist¡ibution for light

and that for dark counts is grreater and so use of a lower level

discriminator wÍll furtt¡er Íncrease ttre signal'to-background ratÍo.

Ítre authors of the above publicatlon have been mainly con-

cerned with the use of magnetic defocusíng as a substitute to

ooolLng the tube and so have given little indication of the effect

of defocusfng on a cooled tube used in the pulse countíng mode.

Frouu¡rlrold and Fei.bel¡rann $967 ) have reported that the reduction

in dark currenÈ at dry íce tenrperatl¡te is somewtrat less than at

room tenperature and the results of Topp et al. seem to imply that
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thís is also tt¡e case for tbe dark count rate. lt ldas therefore

not apparent from the literature whether the reduction in dark

counts for a cooled tube r,rould be sufficienÈ to offset tl¡e loss

in sígnal suffered and so increase the si.gnal-to-noise ratio (sNR).

A solenoid was constructed of approxÍ:natel-y 100 turns of 1.5mn

d.iaroeter copper wl.re over a former lerrgth of 30mm. ft¡e Hirschfeld

cone delívers a11.the incident light into the central 12.5tun

dia¡reter of the photocathode and so initÍal tests (whlch were

done without the Hirschfeld cone) vtere carried out with the rest

of the cathode rnasked off. Tt¡e variatíon of sígnal and dark cur-

rent at zoec, as a function of coil current, for 9558 seríal

nunber 9964, are shown Ín FÍgure 29(a). The varíation of tåe ratio

of signal to dark current as a f,unction of coil cu¡rent for three

different overall voltages applied to the t'¿kre are shown in Figr:re

29(b). Ît¡ey are all nornalised for a ratio of unity at zero coíl

cr¡rrent. The lmprovement in the ratio of sígnaL current to dark

carrrent was essentially ttre same when the tube r¿as cooled to

-3OoC. At the time when these lnvestigations were being carried

or¡t, ttre pulse counting detection system was in use and so the

chief ínterest surrounded the improvement that would be achíerred

1n tJ:e SNR for a cooled tr¡be in pulse counting mode.

ftre ratio of the dark count rate f:or zeto coil current to

that for a current of O.75 amps, as a f,unction of ternperature ls

shown in Figrure 30, for tr¡be nurnber 10O16. t.he reduction of clark

count rate is not as great wtren the tr¡be is cooled and ít appearedi

at ttris stage ttrat there would be 1ÍttLe Lncrease ín SNR, because'

a coit current of 0.75 amps caused tt¡e loss of approxinately 40t

of tåe sigmal.
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Fr¡¡ther testing revealed ttrat an improvement in StfR of a

factor of two was obtaíned for signal leve1s of the same order as

the dark count rate. Thís improvement was greater than would be

expected from the increase in ttre ratio of sígnal count rate to

dark count rate. Ttre Èest, involved takinq 512 samples of the

dark counts each over.:'a ti¡ne ínterval of 800 msec. A PoÍEson

dístribution with mean value equal to the sample mean lras com-

puted. fhe e:q>erimental and tlcisson dístribution were then plotted

on ttre same graph as shown in Figure 3I(a) anil (b). Clear1y

neither of ttre experi:uental distríbution is a very good approx!-

mation to a Poisson dÍsÈributíon¡ Ho+rever, the statistícs meas-

ured wittr the magnetic defocusing on are obviously a much closer

fit. Íhís conclusion is confirmed by the findlng that the varl-ance

was reduced 10 tfmes for only a four times reduction in the mean.

lltrls test $¡as repeated for different tíme intervals (10 sec and

100 msec) and yielded results very close to those shour¡ in Figure

3I (a) and (b). 1ft¡e non-Poisson nature of the residual dark

counts has been observed prevÍously by Rodman and snittt (1963)

and by Gadsden (1965). However, the improvement with redustLon

in ttre effective photocattrode area by magnetic defocusing does not

appear to have been reported.

lltre nost plausible øçlanation put forward for the non-

Poisson statistics is that corelated after-pulsing is talcing

place due to the formatíon of p,ositive ions in between the cath-

ode ancl first dynode (Foord et aI. 1969). Ho!úever, no experfunental

verification of tÌ¡is theory was attemPted.

An improvement of a factor of two in SttR was felt to be

sufficient to warrant nrodifying the photonultiplier chanber to

enable the use of a defocusing coil'
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5.4.3 Electrostatíc Shieldlng

Further attempts were made to reduce the dark current of

the photomultÍplÍer tube by the use of electrostatic shielding.

These were Ínspired by a paper pubLíshed by Davies (L972), He

re¡nrted that the dark current of a number of tr¡bes ínc1udJ-ng a

9558 had been reduced by more than two orders of magnitude at roqn

ternperature. This was achieved by paintíng tÌ¡e glass walls of the

tr¡be with silver paint and maintaining ttre coatÍng at cathode

potential. AIl electrical connections to the tube were made

directly to ttre base pins by soldering on the dynode rèsistors

and signal leads.

These neasures were appliecl to the 9558 nunber 9265, which

had a dark current of InA at a gain of 2004/l¡n, at a tsnperature

of 2OoC. ll'he dark current and the tr¡be sensítivity trrere found to ::',

be unaltered by this treaünent. Ítre non-thenral dark current of

tt¡e tr¡be was also measured before and after treatment and found

to be unchanged.

In conclusion, ít was found that although the instructLons

given by Davíes (19721 were clo¡ely followed, ttrat no reduction

in dark current was achieved for ttre pa:rticular tr¡be under test

and so the decÍsion was made to pursue rþre promising refinernents

to tlre detection system, such as pulse counting, which is des-

crlbed in the next section.

5.5 Detection Sl¡stenrs

5. 5.1 Analogue Detection

Tt¡e i¡¡itial airglorl obeervations were made using an existingt

analogue detectl,on system, which was later replaced by pulse
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counting circuitry developed for this application. The anarogue

amplifier used was constructed for use in the airglorrr photometers

an<l had surficiently gooa stability for use rvittr the much rower

signal currents provicle<l by the FpI .

The operational amplifier used r¡ras a Fairchild Instrumentation

ADO-24 wtrich tùas connected as a trans-resistance otage so ttrat output

voltage was proportional to input current. The gain and bandwidth of

the unít were svritch serectabLe with dlmamic ranges of lo0o and to

respectitrely. The gain was set, for alrglovr rneasurements so ttrat the

full scare output of 1 volt corresponded to an input current of j-nA

and the bandwídth chosen was 25 tlz.

The ouÈput from the amprifier was fed to a voltage controlled

oscillator which provided 20 KHz fu1l scale for a I vort Ínput. The

pulses delívered by the oscillator were then counted by the signal

¿verager.

The SNR obtained rr'iÈh analogue detecÈion was rather poor because

of the effect of large current bursts. Ttre slow response of the amp-

lifier implies a slow recovory from the effects of such bursts and

hence serious degradation of the SNR when the signal current is less

tha¡r or comparabre with the dark current. This probleu ia overcome

with pulse counti¡rg lvhere every pulse above the lower level díscrimina-

tor setting is given an equal weighting" For the Èypical aírgrovr sig-

nal levels an order of magnitude improvement was acÌ¡ieved by replacíng

tt¡e analogue system with pulse counting"

5.5.2 Pulse Countins

The electronics for the pulse counting detection system are des-

cribed irr the Atr¡pendix. rt consists of a preamplifier (50 dB gain) ancl

provÍdes,.for use of both upper and lower lever discrimination.
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A ratemeter was constructed which converts the average pulse

rate presented at its input into a DC voltage. this was necessary

for recorcling ttre FPf output on a chart recorder and for visual

checking of dark and sígnaL leve1s, by use of a panel meter.

Attempts were made to measure the pulse height dist¡rÍbutlons

for dark counts and for signal counts. Integral pulse height

dlstributions were obtained by using the channel address voltage

out of the signal averager operating in mul.ti-cl¡annel scaling

mode. this means that the lower level tåreshold voltage was

directty prop,ortional to the channel number ín which the counts

\{ere stored. the distributions for dark and signal counts were

very similar in shape and so it was not p,ossible to decide from

these measurements the optirnum setting of the lovrer level thres-

bold. Differentiations of these distributions yíe1ded very noísy

results whl"ch were also of little use.

It vras decídecl therefore, to measure the SlitrR as a function

of lower level discriminator setting, for tube number 1OO16,

cooled to -3OoC. The average value of the dark count rate, D wås

obtained by nalcing 128 measurements of the number of counts in a

2.5 second intenral , fot ttre tube in the dark. lthe tube was tt¡en

ilh¡ninated and the procedure repeated to obtaùn the nean siginal

plus dark count rate (s+o¡, and Íts standard deviation or*o.

I'he meon signal rate, S eras determi¡ed by st¡btracting the two

means. lfl1e signal-to-noise ratío was then deterurinecl from the

relation,

sNR = a/or*o (5.7)

Figure 32 illustratês the variatíon of SNR with lower level
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discrimi¡rator setting for two signal leveLs. For signal levels

much greater than the da¡k count rate,

SNR ., S/{-S = ß (s.8)

This dependence explains the steady decrease in the SNR

above a discrininator settíng of 200 mV, in the case of the upper

graph in Figrure 32. From these results a lower level discrirnina-

tor settíng of I5O ¡nV was chosen.

5.6,Photomultiplier Chamber

The photomultiplier chamber shown in Figr¡re 33 illustrates

'the provísion of all the refine¡nents describecl in this chapter.

I' It consists of a series of concentric tubes. The oute¡most tr¡be

'' 'whích is rn¿de of black-Ioaded fibreglass has an 'alr¡minium lid

screwed on its bottom and a b¡rass flange on the top, for coupl-

'ing to the FPI body. fhe photomultíplier and cooling jacket are

nþunted from the base of a seconil fÍbreglass tube whlch slídes

lnside the fírst one. This permits focusing of the nodified

Hitschfeld cone wíth respect to the output lens of the FPf. ltre

cooling Jacket is made of copper and has eight turns of 6.25qur

copper t¡¡be silvered-soldered onto Ít. Ítre upper half of this

jacket has a machined finish to facilitate the posítíoning of the

defocusing solenoid, as shown llt¡e Hirschfeld cone is held onto

the photonultiplier by a cap constructed from synthetic resin

bonded paper (SRBP), through vùrich is mounted a thermocouple to

sense the teurperature of the air near the photomultiplier encl-

window. lltre lens on top of the Hirschfeld cone is positÍoned on

the optic axis by slfding into another SRBP tube, whLch also holds

the chanber's entrance wLrdow and an aperture. thís aperture is
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to reduce tt¡e likelihoocl of any stray llght being scatÈered into

the photomrltÍplíer chamber.

lftre resisÈors for the EHT dÍvider chain are soldered

directly onto the pins on ttre under-slde of ttre tube socket and

tt¡e detectlon elecÈronícs are mounted on the outside of the

chamber adjacent to the tube base.

To reduce ttre effect of external magmetic fieLdls tt¡e two

outer fÍbre-glass tr¡bes are lined wiÈh layers of m¡-metaI.

5.6.1 Shutter Control

ltre shutter for the photomulti,plier chamber is nounted just

above the entrance window and is of tlre irís díaphrag¡n tyPe,

¡phich was salvaged from an old camera. The shutter has been

nodified so that Ít can be electrically operated using a solenoid

and push rod. It was origínally operated pneumatically and thLs

mode of operation was retained as a stand-by in case the electro-

mechanical control failed.

Details of the electronÍcs for operating the shutter a:re

given in tåe Appendix.

5.6.2 Cooling Stzsten

1ltre systenr for coollng Èhê photomultiplier Ls lllust¡ated

fn the schematic diagram ln Figure 34. ftre refrigerator unit ls

based upon a L/4 H.P. coillpressor which ís corurected to the cooling

æ1Is by a flexi.b1e cotrplÍng. lItre cooling colls are completely

i.mlersed in a resern¡oir of methanQl-water mixture which can be

cooled to below -sOoC wittrout freezing. lll¡e resen¡oÍr is
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const¡ructed from stainless steel and is enclosed in a wooden box,

lined wiÈh scm thick polystyrene foam.

Also fuunersed ín the reservoir is a small circulating pumP

whích was originall.y designed for use as a boaÈ bilge pump.

ftre pump reqr-rired 12 t"olt DC, 1 anp for operat-ioni e power supply

uas built to meet this requírernent. Ttre coupling between the

¡n:rnp and the copper trrbÍng on the photoroultiplier coolíng jacket

was ¡nade with Tuun sillcone n:bber tubing. Th.iÉJ tubing reniains

flexÍble at low ternperaÊures, wtr!-ch Ís essential to rrinfunise the

transmission of vi.brations to tt¡e FPI"

ttre cooling systen waa capable of cJ.reulatång cootrant lic¡uid.

at, a rate gf 250 ml per minute ancl holdinrj the tt;:nireE;ture of ti¡e

photocathode þelow -30oc.

5.7 Ccne ludinq Renarks

It has been found that for very lorv light le'¡els 'qtlch an are

encountered in the rnid-latitude aírglow, the SNR of a cooled

EMI 95588 can !:e improrred by neerly twc orders of magnít'tlcle by the

comblned use of pulse couhting Lnstead of current cletect'ion, quan-

tun efflcle¡rcy enhancement by total internal ¡efloctl'.on and maq-

netic defocusfng.

It is felt tþat, a further improyement could be achleved by

tt¡e use of a nr¡re sophisticated photomuLtlplier tube, such as the

Ilat FÍ¡ I3O. llt¡is tube has an s-20 photocathode of very snall

effective area (nominally 2.5rrm diameÈer). lrlhen cooled to -30oC

tt¡e dark count rate is less Èhan I count per second and tÌ¡ts

residual dark count closely obeya PoisEon statLsticE (Oliver and
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Pike, 1968). It¡Ls i¡rdlcates that a reductlon in the noise of

approxi.nately 3 times Ì{ou1d be achlened by replacLng the 9558

¡y an Fl,I l3O. At ttte low sLgnal levelE normally encountered thie

rould fnp$ an Lncrease in the SNR by a slmilatr anount.
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CHAPTER 6

OPERATÎONAL PROCEDURE AND AIi¡ALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

In tlris chapter a descriptíon will be gÍven of how the FPI

is operated and calibrated. The technique for analysís of the

results wílL also be presented. Finall.y, a su¡tuÌary of tlre opera-

tfng characteristics of the FPI is given.

6.1 Selectíon of the Order of Interference

The selection of tt¡e order of interference requLred careful

consÍderatÍon of a number of factors. fhe fÍrst of these involves

the compro¡nise betweer¡ the líght gathering povrer and the resolving

poryer of the FPI. e sufficiently large IÍght gathering power is

required to enable the measure¡nents of the À63ontn line profíle

to be achÍeved in a reasonable period of time. On the ott¡er hand,

t.t¡e instrunent rm¡st have sufficíent resolving power to obtaLn a

certain accuracy in the determination of the tine profile width and

pealc positíon. Since the resolvíng power X light gathering power

product is a consta¡¡t for a particular FPI, a compromise must be

made. Chabbal (1953) claims that the optfunum operating conditior^

is achieved when the widttr of the source and instrr¡mental profiles

are egual. rhis necessitâtes sone knowledge of the source function

width and thls Ís reasonably well knor,rn fror results pnblished by

other v¡orkerg. Ttre plate spacLng chosen yras approximately I0uEr1.

llhis spacLng permits measurement of the doppler widlth of tt¡e À630n¡n

line corresponding to te$peratures Ín excegs of 2OOOoK.

lftre fine setting of the order of interference was determined

by tro f,actors. Ítre first of ttrese involved the consideration of
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tÌre effect that the tr¡droxyl linos near À630nnr rnay have on the

apparent vridth and position of the oxygen line. Thís problem has

been díscussed by Armstrong (1969) and he has suggested a solution

rvtrích involves careful selection of the order of interference.

The order chosen satísfied Armstrong's condition, which will be

fully described when tl¡e results are discussed in Chapter 7. The

second facÈor determining fíne setting of the plate spacing was

the relative positíons of the peaks of the different spectral

trfnes that were normally studied. In particular, it was conven-

fent if the mercury 198 line at À546.Inm and the À630nn oxygen

Iine occured about 0.25 of an order apart. This situation.enables

routine calibration of the FPI to be made between nLght sky

obsenratíons wittrout the need to make any plate spacing adjust-

ments.

Ttre actual setting of the plate spacing to the chosen value

is a complicated procedure which will only be outlÍned here. Tt¡e

coarse setting is achieved by use of the micrometer and push rod

coupled to Èhe lower FPI mounting plate. The resolution obtainable

is only + O.Olm¡n and ttris measurenent may also be subject to some

zero-error. ftris error aríses from ttre procedure uged to set tt¡e

zero of the nícrometer by use of the sodium dorrblet at 589.0 and

589.6nm. These two lines when viewed through the FPI, overlap

about every 1OOO orders, that J.s every 0.34n in spacing. The

first overlap occurs at O.3mn and the FPf spacing is adjusted to

give ttris situatíon and the mícrometet zeto is tl¡en set relative

to thís known plate separatíon. ftris operation is most readlly

carried out by obserrring the interference fringes by eye, which

irnplies that tt¡e FPI will be at room tenperature. l{hen the
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te¡¡rperatr¡¡e control l¡ turned on anê tl¡enral stability has been

reached, some expansíon in Èt¡e couPling between the mÍcrometer

anô FPI plate occurs. This was found to Íntroduce a zero-error

of approximatety o.o3mm. This operation could not be carried out

near the operational separation of lOnmr because ttre wídth of the

sodir¡m lines is so large that overlappíng of orders would occur.

The actual movement of ttre lower plate is achieved by use

of the electric moÈor drive which provides for adjustment to

separations of up to loonun. The circuitry for powering the motor

has provísion for variable speed drive and also over-travel pro-

tection using two micro-switches.

To establish the plate separatíon tlrat has been set by use

of the micrometer requires the use of at Ieast three spectral

Iínes. ftre relatlve posítions of Èhe fringes of the oxygen lines

at l63Qn¡n and tr557.7nm, the mercury líne at tr546.1r¡m and the

He-Ne laser line at 
^632.gnm 

were used in this Case. these posf-

tLons used in conjunction wíth the micro¡neter readl'ng, readily

yteld a unique value of separation to withln }n¡n. Ttre order of

interference used for measurementg at t630nn $¡aE 321094.

6.2 Calibration

The calibration of the FPI falls into two phases:firstly

ttre determination of the instn¡mental proflle to enable tanpera-

tures to be calculated and secondly ttre routine separatipn check'

llt¡e first of tt¡ese is carried out periodically and involves tlrc

use of both a mercury isotope lanp and a He-Ne laser. The eecond

is carried out about every tuo hor¡rs duríng observations and

utilises the mercury lamp.
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6.2.1 l¡lercury Lamp and He-Ne Laser

e small glass tr:be containing 2mg of the mercury I98 isotope

and argon at 0.26kPa pressure, ïtas obtained fro¡n the C.S.I.R.O.

National Standards Laboratories. A 160 MHz oscilfator to pohler

the larnp was built wÍth a maximum pc,vter output of approximately

2OOn!{. This was found to be sufficient pohter to maintaln the

discharge, buÈ a high voltage impulse was required to start the

lanip. ÎÌris is far less than other workers have reported because

transfomer oil was used as the coolant rather than water. The

À546.1nm line was ísolated by use of a narrow band ínterference

fitter. lltris line has been extensi-vely studied and the resultc

of Bruce and HiIl (1961) and Terrien et al. (1957) were chosen

to assign a value to ttre line widttr. A value of 0.54 pm was used

for the Line width to determine tt¡e instrumental profíIe. The

mercury lamp, electronics and interference fiLter l¡tere all mounted

ln a convenlenÈly sízed box to allow easy manipulation of the

assembly for routine calíbration purposes.

the lle-l{e l-aser used is a Metrologtic npdel 360 witJr a

nominal 1.5¡rW (rnaximum) output. Úris was used because the wave-

lengttr of the laser line at )\632.8nn was very close to that of

the red o:<ygen tine. Cørparison of i¡stn¡mental widtlhs at ttre

nercufy and laser wavelengttrs verified that there was very 1íttle

difference. For ttris reason ttre instrumental prof,ile obtained

witlr tl¡e mercury lamp were used in the data analysís. fl¡e lasef

was not used for the routíne checking of separation because of

dtoubt about its wavelengttt stability.
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6.2.2 Procedure

The procedure for ¡outÍne calibration with the mercury lamp

wÍll be described. lltre technique for introducing the mercury light

into the FPI is illustrated schenaticalLy fn FiEure 35. Itre light

passes th:cough a perspex light pípe and is turned through 9O

degrees to be íncident on the fíeld stop" The light pipe is poke,it

through the hatch in tt¡e períscope and a hole in the side of tt¡e

FPI main body-r,¡ofk. This arrangement was necessary to avoid the

need to remove the À630nm filter each time a calibratÍon was made.

For separation checking it was only necessary to scan ttrrough one

nercury peak and thÍs was achíeved by scaruríng over approximately

l3onm. This scanníng range vras made to correspond to the first

128 channels of the signal averager, which left tt¡e second half

of the memory (256 channels) free for storing the airglow scan.

If a scan over two merÇury orders was required ttren one sinply

used the fuII 5I2 channels of the averager.

6.2.3 Results

A scan through two orders of the À546.1n¡n line is shown in

Figure 36. This was made with the FPI in its normal operating

condition and indicates an overall finesse of 11.1, when the con-

tribution due to the finite line width is taken into account.

Ít¡ls is sufficÍent for the proposed nightglow meaeurements and,

compîres favorably wLth ottrer interferometers reported in the

literäÈure (e.g. Roble, 1969).

The recorded function was deconvolved witÌ¡ a gaussian func-

tion with half-width of O.54pm, ttris being taken as the mercury

Iine contribution. Ihe resultant instrunent function rc^s then

used for analysis of tJle aírglow results.
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6.3 Collection of Results

Ttre airglow À630nm profiles were routinely recorded at the

Mount Torrens fíeld statíon on every clear night from AugrusX L972

until October 1973. Dfork is co¡runenced shortly before local sunset

when tlre equipment is switched on and preparation made for tbe'inl'-

tial caliþratíon. The electronics for the servo controls and the

temperature controls are allowed to rrrn continuouSly and so only the

coolant and hígh voltage for the Photonultiplíer need be activated.

lltre tratch in the field statíon roof is opened and ttre pèri-

scope placed in position. The mercury lanP is tJ:en ¡nsitioned in

readiness for the calibration. When the photomultiplier tube

temperature is stabílised the calibration is carried out. The

separation and parallelism controls may requíre minor adjustment

at this sÈage.

After ttre calibration run twilight measurements are made,

usually consíStíng of four measurements made at 50 or 70 degrees

zenith angle and azirnuth angles O' 90' 18O, 27O- The À630nn

emission is usually enhanced during tbis period and so the averag-

ing time for each measurement is short, tlpicalLy 15 minutes.

Thís series of measurements is followed by a calibration check to

see that the separation control has not drifted. The ut¡o1e Proce-

dure is ttren repeated with calibrations at two-hourly intentals.

The post-mldníght À630nm intensity is usually low and necessi-

tates long accumulation períods, often up to two hours in duration.

The particularly long measureÍrents need to be treated with cau-

tion because of ttre possibilÍty of contamination from hydroxyl

enrl,ssions.
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puring the progress of a measutrernent.one can chcck the

signal to noise ratio (SNR) that, has been achieved by dÍsplaying

tlre signal averager mènory on an oscilloscope. !{hen the SNR is

deemed to be acceptable then the resulls can be recorded in

either of two modes. The first of these is storage on paper tape

using a Teletype Model 33. This method is quite slow and very

noísy and so tJre second method whích involves recording on magnetic

tape is norrnally used. The cassette recorder used iS an Ïnt'er-

national ComPuter Products I'loclel PT7O, which permits data trans-

fer at a rate 10 times faster than tÌ¡e TeleÈ1çe. Drring L973,

when the analysis of ttre results was being carried out the

Universíty of Adelaide's facilities for paper tape reading were

Ínoperable and the magnetic tape cassette reading facilities were

stil1 in tt¡e developmental stage. lft¡is situatÍon necessitated

the use of the IcL computer in Adelaide to copy the data onto a

magnetÍc tape for analysis on the Universityrs CDC 6400 cornputer.

6.4 Analvsis of Results

A nunber of computer Frograms htere wrítten to ¡nanipulate the

data into analyzable forq and ttren to carry out ttre analysig to

obtain doppler temperatures and winds. The ¡nanipulatíng prograns

were mai¡¡Iy written by the author, but ttre analysis technique and

associated computer programs were all developed by the author¡s

co-r.lorker I.lr. P.A. Witksch. Only a suft[ûary will be presented

here.

6.4.I Manipulation of the Data

ltre data on magnetic tape received from ICL has f,irt tO bÔ

decoded into a form whlch ís compaÈible with the CDC 6400' llhe
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softrdare to carry out this operation was developed by Mr. L.A.

Kíek, of the Uníversity Computing Centre-

The decoded data must then be edited to remo¡,'e any spuríous

points or "housekeeping" conrnents that may have been recorded on

the original paper tape. Headings are then inserted bef,ore every

data block, giving the following information:

(i) date and tÍ¡nes of scan start and finish;

(ii) scan duration;

(Íii) wavelength under studyt

(ív) zeníth and azimuth angles;

(v) number of data Points in b1ock;

(vÍ) code indicatÍng detection mode and range settíngs;

(vii) code indicatíng ttrat ttre partícular scan may be

peculiar ín some waY.

ftris ínformation was all in nt¡neric form and in tÏ¡e same

format as the data, which made the reaCing of the labelled data

very straight forward.

ft¡e data was dívided into large blocks representing obsenra-

tions over periods of approximately three months. These large

blocks each contained approximately 250 airglow and calibrate

f¡cans, To read sequentially through a data block of this size

on the computer occupies many seconds of tt¡e control prOcessorts

time and since long computer jobs are given very low prioríty,

it was decided that a more effÍcient data retríeval system ltas

necessary.
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6.4.I.I Indexed Sequen tíal Filinq Systern

This type of file can only be created and manipulatcd, oo

the magnetÍc disc of the computer, but can be stored on magnetic

tape when not in use. An indexed sequential (IS) file is a mass

storage fíIe of records stored in logically sequentía1 order that

can be accessed randomly by key or sequentially by position. Each

scan has a key, which ín thÍs case was made to be the headÍng

information described above. This file structure was particularly

useful for rarulomly accessing any desired scan from withtn the

large data blocks, ín less ttran a second of central processor

tíme.

6.4.2 AnalysLs Technique

The analysis techníque used to reduce the airglow data differs

from those used by previous workers in this field (Hernandez

L966, 1970; Hays and Roble, L97L and Feibelman et aL. L9721. Íhe

main difference being that no attempt is made to assume an analy-

tical form for the instrument function. The instn¡ment, function

of the Mawson Institute FPf þtas measured using the mercury lamp

and was Íllustrated in Figure 3.

llhe function recoriled by the FPI is the convolutÍon of the

ínstrument function, f and the source functioD, G. The deconvolu-

tion process required to obtain tÌ¡e source function is perforned

by use of the Fourier transform. If the Fourier transform of the

functÍon I is denoted by F(f) then,

F(c*I)=r(c)öF(I)

It is clear that the Fourier transfornr of the souree function can
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be obtained Uy divi,åine the transform of the recorded funcLÍon by

the transform of the instrument, function"

The use of ttris technique of reduction has only been made

practical by the advent of the Fast Fourier transform (FFT).

The applicatíon of the 8FT to restoration of astronomical data

has been reviewed by Brau1t and Vùhite (1971).

The data reductíon method will be descríbed with reference

to ttre schematic diagram in Fígure 37. The raw data and the

instrurnent function, I are "inputted" and then transformed to

obtaÍn r. (data) ancl F. (I) respectively. The notation Fi(I) is

used for the transform of I because ít Ís a discrete Fouri,er

transform. F. (I) is dívided into F. (data) and F. (signal) is

the result. The power specÈra of the functions are shown in each

case. Filteríng of the data is carríed out during the laet step

by onty computing the first 5 to 15 components o.f Fr(signal) ancl

setting the rest to zero. This is analogous to the met}¡od of

filtering used by Rob1e (1971). The ntrmber of components used

Ís determíned by a test on the SNR of the origÍnal data. Brault

and !{trite (1971) have díscussed the problem of restoring spect¡a

which include noise and also illustrate how a sirnple restoration

without fÍltering leads to disastrous noise amplificatÍon. It

was found that even with very heavy filtering that nolse amplifí-

cation was still a problem in ttre low SNR data obtained fron the

airglow. Consequently it was decÍded not to carry out a trans-

form Qn Er(signal), but to perfornr the fitting on Fr(signal)

directly. rhis r¡ecessítates the assuurptíon that the gource func-

tion is gaussian, whÍch has been verified by Zwick and Shepherd

(1973) .
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A least squares fit to a gaussian curve is carried out on

Fr(siønal) using a grid search technigue. There are three var*'

íables to be determined; the width, peak position and height of

the gaussian curve. ft is assumed that Èhese are índependent of

one another and the search performed for each variable in turn.

The fitting is achíeved by minimisÍng ttre chi-sguared functioar

X2 = | ki(Fi(sisnal)-9f)'
I

(4.21

where g1 is the assumecl gaussian curve and k. ís a termrdeten-.

mined by two factors. The first of these factors ís an esËímate

of tt¡e standard, deviation of E ' (signal) o which is detostíned from

the average polÀter in the hùgh frequency components, where tt¡e

spectrum is dominated by noise, under the assr:nption that the

noise is independent of frequency'. This term is' therefore a

constant for all F. (signal). The second factor determining kí

is a weighting function which decreases in value as i ís increased.

[his discríminates against the higher frequency components wtrich i

are noisier ar¡d her¡ce less reliable. A nonnalised form of the

chi-squared functiott, X3 is obtained by díviding by tlre nr¡mber of

degrees of freedom. V which is tþe number of freguency components

used minus the number of variables. As etated above there were

ttrree variables in this case. The expected value "f Xi is uniÈy.

Minimising 4.2 wÍll in practice yielit values of X3 which are dis-

tributed about unity and any large deviation from this value

indicates that the functÍon F. (rcsults) is not purely gaussian

or tt¡at an Íncorrect estÍmate of the noise has been made. In

general the values obtained from the À630r¡m line profíl'es were

close to unity; but quite large deviaÈions were encountered in

some of the twilight measr:rements because of the sloping back-

ground. Bevington (1969) discusses thís ¡nettrad of least squares
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fitting ín chapter 11 of his book and he also considers the

problem of determíning errors. Following tl¡e analysís of

Bevington the uncertainty in any one of the three variables is

given by the change in that variable required to increase the

mini¡num value of xz by 1.

The computer prograris to carry out this analysís were rv¡citten

by Mr. p.A. !ùilksch for use on the Llniversíty of Adelaide's

cDc 6400 computer. The output from these programs gave not only

temperature, peak position and intensityo but a large number of

other parameters inclucling X3, background counts, signal power

and ttre results at the end of each iteration. fn practiqe it was

found that convergence to the correct width and intensity was

fairly slo'¡t, because these variables are not completely indep-

endent. The convergence to the correct peak position vtas very

rapid because this variable is quite independent of the other

tv¡o. The average central processor time to analyse one line

profile v¡as approximately one second, Lndicatíng that tttÍs is a

very effícient methoci of analysis.

Details of the results will be presented in Chapter 7.

6-5 operational Characteristics

ître interferometer has now been fully described and ä sum-

mary of íts operational characteristics is given Ín lable 5, f,or

study of the tOIl tr63onrn atomic oxygen emission líne.
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TABLE 5

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE I"IAVISON INSTITUTE

FABRY-PEROT TNTERFEROMETER AT À63Onm

1. Etalon

(a) Supports - Stacks of piezoelectric discs
Upper FPI plate - Two disc stack
Lorser FPI plate -- Ten d.isc stack,

coefficient
Range cf movement

(b) Plates Fused silica
Thickness
Diameter
Clear aperture
Spacing

: 4.5nm/volt
: 300nm

25.4uun
15Omm

15Ocrn2
IO

: 3Onm
)t/4 at 356nm
ì,/4 at 500nm

s 93.9*
¡ 5.lt

llOrrun
Parallelism: automatically controlled

tc better than 5nm
Separation: automatically controlled

to better than Inm for a bandwidth
of. 2Hz

(c) Coatings SiLver
Magnesiurn Fluoride
Ce::irr-m Oxide
Ref lection coefficient
Transmission coef ficíent

2. Finesse and Peak Transrnission

Finesse Peak ttansmission
Reflective (A)
Defect (D)
EÈalon (A:tD)
Aperture (f)
Instrument

(A*D*F)

Input Optics
(a) Fírst l-ens¡ Single Component l50mm, f,/6
þ) Interference filter Bandwidthe O.35nm

Transmission: 47*
(c) Field stop. Diameter: 4mm
(d) Objective lens. Three component 900mm f/6.

50
Li
I6
15
I1

0
0
o
0
0

5
5
5
I

72
32
23
I
l8

3
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TABLE 5 Continued;

4. Output optics
(a)
(b)

O:tput leng: SingLe component 30Ûrnrn, f,/2.
Hirschfeld cone. Lens surface l5run, f/L.
Quantum efficiency enhancement: 2 times

5 PhotomultiplÍer

-+
Ef.,lI 95588 Serial Nunber 10016.

Cathcde sensítivi ty L94vA/ 9,m

at gain to produce zOOA/0fi.
Temperaturet -30oC _,
Dark counts: 6 sec -
Standard devíation of dark
countsr/second: 4

6. Recordi of Data

(a) Signal averager

Nuclear Data Model I1O0
ìüumber of channels used: 256
Scan duration: IO sec

(b) Teletvpe Model 33

Recording rate: 256 channels
of data in 3.4 mins.

(c) DisÍtal Cassette Recorder

Internatíonal Computer Products
Model PI 70
Cassette: PhiLips tlpe
Recording rate: 256 channels
of data in 2O secs.
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CTIAPTER 7

THERMOSPHERTC TEMPER,ATURES A}iD V,ITNDS

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter the kinetic temperatures and neutral wínds

measured rvith the Ma$tson Institute FPf, from ttre Mount Torrens field

station, wil-l be presented,

Measurements made by other workers using tl¡e same technique will

be reviewed and compared with the Mount Torrens results. Comparison

will arso be made with measurements obtained by other methods, for

exarnple Íncoherent scatter radar.

7.2 Revíew of Earlier Observations

7.2.I FPI Measurements

7.2.L.1 Temperatures

Íhe FPI appears to have first been applied to ttre study of the

aurora by Babcock (1923). The aim of his investigaÈion was primariry

to determine the rvavelength of the green oxygen line at À55?.Znm.

efter Babcock's píoneering effort very littre use of the Fpr ín air-

glow studies was reported untir the r95o's when renewed inÈerest

became apparent. This was due to tt¡e work of ,Jacquinot and D¡four

(1948) and Chabbat (1953), in caruying out extensÍve e>çerimental a¡¡d

theoretical studies of the instrument. The advent of photomultÍplÍer

hrbes and later the szo photocathode, made accurate measurèment of

line width feasibLe. The results obtained using photographíc detec-

tion have sÅ,nce been shown to be very dr:bious, partícu1arly for the

dayglow measurements attempted by .farrett and Hoey (1963) . 1tt¡e first

width measurenrents on tÌ¡e [OI] À63onm 1ine were reported by
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Cabannes and Dufay (f955) and phillips (1955), in each case using

PhotographÍc Cetectíon. The first, usage cf a photoelectric FPI $ras

reported at the same time by Armstrong (1955), in the study of the

, [or] À557.7nm ríne. This paper was folrowed over the next f,ew years

by a spate of reports from Armstrong (1959), Mulyarchik (1959),

vfark (1960), Nilson and shepherd (1962), and îrrgeon and shepherd

(1961). These measurements deart mainly with auroral and airgrow

x557.7nm measurements because these souïces were much brighter than

the correspondíng À630nm emissir¡n. The observations referred to so

far were mainly of a prelirninary nature and have been Ínctruded for

historÍcal interest.

The fírst systematíc tr630run airglow observations r^rere made by

Jarrett et al. (1964), with a Tonu¡r clear aperture, pressure scanned

FPI. They reported pronounced temperature variations throughout the

níght and attributed this to the patchiness of the À630run emíssion

layer.

Bens ct al. (1965) attempted to measure the width of the red

líne in tlre day glow by use of a doubre-étalon tr'pl. they cLain ttrat

ttre temperature deduced is in excess of l200oK. satellite obsenra-

tions of tt¡e day glow À630nm line width usÍng a sphericar Fpr have

been reported by Branont and Luton (L972). Ttre aperture of this

instrument is 2mm, which is too small to permit night airglow

observations.

rnvestigation of tl¡e diurnal variation of the apparent thermo-

spheric temperature and colParisons with empirical models (ilacchia,

1965 and r97o), have since been carried out by Biondi and Feiberman

(1968) and Feibelman eÈ aI. (L972). These resurts are of particular

interest and will be discussed in more detail when the ltount Torreng
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data is presented.

The use of a FPI to study the SÀR arc of October-November,

1968 has been reported by Hays et aI. (1969), Roble (1969) and

Rob1e et al. (1970). They concluded thaÈ there üras no measurable

neutral gas temperature increase within the arc. Hernandez (Lg72l

in studying the sAR arc of March B-9, ]:gTo reports a looK tempera-

ture increase within the arc which is much rarger than ttrat pre-

dicted by Roble and Dickinson (r9zo). He attributes this to the

peak emission of the À630nm line beÍng somewhat erevated, to near

5o0kn. Measurements made when the peak emíssion was near 4oOlcn,

show no temperature variation and this is consistent with Robre,s

theory and results. Atmstrong and BelI (1970) also measured temp-

eratures during the october 1968 magnetic storm and have compared

tfiese wíth the resurts of Hays et al. (1969). Marked differences

between these two sets of results are apparent for which Amstrong

and Be1l have not ventUred to give an explanatíqn, because they nay

be due to instrumental effects.

7.2.L.2 !ùinds

very riÈtre work has been reported on tl¡e doppler shift of the

À630n¡r line because of the very sËringent stability requÍrements on

the instrumentation. A preliminary measurement was made by Biondi

and Feibel¡ran (1968) whictr indÍcaÈed an eastward wind of 4oOms-l

just after sunset. This wind is ín the same direction, but consid-

erably larger than those observed by Arnstrong (1969), who detected

a nurnber of winds during 1969. There have been no otl¡er reports

of winds in the airgrow, but Hays and Roble (r9?1) made measurements

of wínds in a sAR arc and in an aurora. They observed southward

winds with velocities beth'een 25O and 4OO rns-l.
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These results represent the whole of the published work on

doppler shifts of the À630nm line ànd there is clearly a need for

more work in this area.

7,.2.2 l4easurements bv other Mcthods

7 .2.2.L Satellite Observations

ftre neutral winds in the thermosphere have been deduced from

stight changes in the inclination of satellites' orbits to the

equator (King-Hele, 1964 and King-Hele et al' I97O). The results

indicate that the upper atrncsphere at 250km rotates faster than the

earth by approximately l00m/s, in an eastward directíon. As Arm-

strong (1969) points out, this eastward .rotation is an average

result and so comparison with wínds cleducecl frcrm cloppler shifts of

À63Onrn should be treated with caution. He concludes that there is

no obvious conflict betv¡een the results.

The decay of perígee height of satellites due to atm< ppheríc

drag can be used to determine average density scale-heights'

(King-Hele, J-962). The temperatures can be decluced under the assulp-

tion that dj.ffusive equilibrium exists. Once again these are aver-

age results and hence of limited value for comparison toith doppler

temperatures.

7 .2.2.2 Chemical Releases

Temperatures can be deduced by measurement of the thermal

broadening of resonance lines of chemical impurities released dur-

ing twilight from rockets. (Blamont and Løy, L964). Study of

contaminant releases can also give information about winds ín the

upper atmosphere (KochanskÍ, 1964 and Bedinger, 1970).
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These measurements are very limited in quantity, but do rep-

resent direct measurement of temperature and wind, as distinct from

the mean values obtained from satellite <¡bservations.

7 .2.2.3 Thomson ScaÈter1nçI

rncoherent scatter radar measurements of electron and íon temp-

eratures ar¡d motions have been reviewed by Evans (1969 | Lg72l.

Direct comparisong between the radar and doppler temperatures

made by Hays et aL. (1970) and Cogger et aI. (1970) indicated agree-

ment, to within the uncertaintÍes of measurement. This Ís a very

encouraging resurt for both radar and Fpr users and has been used by

cogger et aI. (1970) to caste doubt upon Langmuír probe erectron

temperature measurements made by Carlson arid Sayers (1970).

This measurement technique is superior to the doppler method in

being capabre of better ti¡ne resolution and also 24 hour operation,

t'¡hLch has not yet been achieved with an Fpr. on ttre other hand, the

radar installation is much rnore complex and expensive ttran the Fpr.

7. 2.2. 4 Michelson fnterferometer

The wide-ang1e Hichelson rnterferometer mentioned in Chapter 2

(Hirriard and shepherd, 1966) has been recently apptied to the study

of À630nm auroral erníssion by Zwick and Shepherd (I9?3). They

emphasize that tt¡is technique is not usef,ul when À63Onm Íntensities

are less tåan 2oo rayreighs because of the contamination fron the

hydroxyl lines. The temperature values presented range from gro to

1440K which wirr be shown to be consistent wittr those presented

later in this chapter.
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Zwick and Shepherd (f973) report that the 0'(D) atoms appear to

be tt¡ermalized Ì:efore ernissÍon and claim that a 5 percent non-

thermal component would have bcen cletectable. This is an important

conclusion because Ít has been assunerl tlrroughout this work ttrat the

oxygen atoms are thermalized before emission.

7.3 Results Obtained at Mount Torrens

Observations on ttre À630nm line ín the night airglow were made

from August L972 until September L973" The observing site was at

Mount Torrens (an elevation of 59Om) near Adelaide, at geographíc

coorclinates 34o 52.21S, 138o 56.6'E. The local topography ís ideal

for nightsky studies, providing a clear horizon in aII directions

ancl freedom from background Cue to city lights.

In addition to tt¡e FPI at the field station, there were Èv¡o

twin-channel photometers (Schaeffer, 1970) and a three-component

flux-gate magnetometer. The photometers were used to monitor the

intensity of the two atomic oxygen lines À630nm and l557.7nm.

lllre procedures for collection of results and calíbratÍon of the

FPf have been describe,S in Chapter 6.

7.3.1 ContaninatÍon by Hydroxyl Emíssions

llhe possibility of contamination of the À630nm measurements by

the hydro:<yl emissions has already been briefly referred to in

Section 6.I when the selection of the order of interference was

discr¡.ssecl. Armstrong (1969) carefully considered this problem for

the three hydroxyl lines in the 9-3 band. at 628.76nm P1(2)),

629.87nm (P2(3)) and 630.68nm (P1(3)). These wavelength values are
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thos€ quoted by Charnberlain (1961) and. are based on theoretical

work of that author and obeervations made by Kvifte (1959).

Armstrong (1969) asserts that only the P1 (3) line is important and

ttrat its effect can be minimised by careful select,ion of the order

of ínterference. The operating order ís chosen so that the À630nm

and the Pl (3) Iine are separated by more than O"25 of an order.

Arrnstrong (1969) chose an order of 171500 which corresponds to a

free spectral range of 0.036nm. Asstming tÌ¡at the oa-{gen line wave-

length is weII known, this funplies that the wavelength of hydro:<yl

Pl (3) line needs to be known with an accuracy of better than't 0.01nm.

Ttre higher order of interference chosen for ttre Mawson Institute

FPI necessÍtates an even more accurate knowleclge of this wavelength.

It is felt that the uncertainties in Chamberlain's values of the

wavelengths are greater than the limits mentioned. above. Íttis

inplies ttrat choice of t}re order of interference using the Pf (3) and

Pz(3) wavelengths given by Chamberlainn would be pointless. this iç

not a serious problem, however because bottr the P1 (2) and P1 (3)

Iines are greatly attenuated by the interference filters used. The

Pz(3) line, however is passed by the Ínterference filter. It has

an intensity of about 2 Raylelgh according to Zwick and Shepherd

(1973); citing a private communication wittr E.J. Llewellyn. This

implies that, measurements made when the I63Onn line was less tÌ¡an

about 20 rayleighs, could be suspect.

A report of measurements of the wavelength of the hydror<yt

lines P¡(3) and P2(3) by Hernandez lr.974l was receÍved by the auÈhor
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at the time.of writing ttris thesis. Tho values gJ-ven for the P1(3)

and P2(3) lines are Éj30.6837 + 0.0009run and 629.7992 ! 0.0004nm

respectively. irt ttre order of interference used for lt" ob""trations

presented here the Pz (3) Iine would be displaced by approxímately

0.2 of an order at À630nm. Thís means that the choice of order was

somewhat fortuitous, and that contamination from the e2(3) line will

be ínsignificant.

7 .3.2 Kinetic Temperatures

Tlre atonic oxygen line at l630nm results from excitation of the

atom to the 'D level. the mean lifetime of this level is 110 secontls

which ensures that at the tíme of emission the oxygen atoms are ín

thermal equilibrium $tith the surrôundings. The temperatures deter-

mined from the doppler broadeníng of the À630nm line are therefore

representative of Ètre F region.

The line profile shown in Figrure 38 is representative of those

obtained in the Èwilíght. It was recorded on 29 May 1973 and indi-
-lcates a temperature of 8OO + 2OK and a IlO + 25ms ' eastward com-

ponent of the wind. A line profile obtained later in the same night

is shown ín Figure 39 and reveals a temperature of 800 + 50K and an

eastward wind component of less than 3Oms-I. The latter profile took

nearly 10 times longer to accumulate because of tt¡e low intensity of

the À63Onrn emission in the early morning hours during winter. These

results are typical of those obtained ín tt¡e latter Part of the

observation program after all the refinements had been made to the

detection sysÈem.

7,3.2.1 Diurnal V¡rLation

The diurnal variation of the thermospheric terperature has been
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ttre sr:bject of both erçerimental and theoretical study for a n¡¡nber

of years. observations using Thomson scattering (McClure, 1971)

have yielded rnuch data on this subject,. Feibelrnan. et aI . (19721

have also reported some resutts obtained from Fabry-Perot inter-

feromeÈer studies of the À630nm líne. They have compared these with

the temperatures calculated using Jacchiars (1970) model. The

agreement is found to be rather poor, l¡ut no modification to tl¡e

npdel was suggested.

Figure 40 illustrates the temperature variation as a function

of time duríng a magtretically quiet night aÈ Mount Torrens. Loca1

mÍdníght is at 1430 UT and is marked on the graph. The letters

NrSrErV'I enclosed in circles indicate observations to the north, south

etc; the vertical lines represent the uncertainty fur the measure-

ment a¡rd the horizontal lÍnes represent ttre lengttr of time for the

observation. Fron this graph, it is clear that the uncerÈainty in

the temperature varies throughout ttre night from as litt'Ie as I 20K

for twilight measurements, to t 6OK for early rnorning results. In

an attempt to illustrate that this result is characteristic of all

ttre data obtained, the temperatures obtained to the north of ttlount

Torrens over a lO monttr period are alI plotted as a function of unl--

versal time (Figure 4t). The decrease i¡r temperature after sunset is

quite apparenÈ ancl tfie minimum temperature aPpears to occur at

approxímately 1700 UT. These gross features of the diurnal variation

are quite consistent wittr other obserrrations (McCIure, I97I and

Feibelman et aI I L972) and wittr tt¡e models (Jacchia, 1970).

The rapid change of temperature in ttre post-sunset period

reported by Feibelman et aI. (1972) is not observed in tt¡e Mount

Torrens data. The maximum rate of change observed is approxinately

IOOK/hr which is considerably less than the 2OOIÇÆtr reported by
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Feibelman et al " (L972',. It is agreed, however, that the 3OVhr

predícted by the Jacchia model ís too snrall.

7.3.2.2 Dependence on Magnetic Activity

The dependence of the thermospheric temperature on Èhe level of

magnetic activity has been the subject of extensive study, The level

of magnetic activity ís usually indícated by the magnítude of the K

index (Rostoker, L9721 " A strong correlation between the thermo-

spheric temperature and K index has been observed. A nunber of mod-

erate magnetic disturl¡ances occured during the obse¡rrations whích

enabled this conclusion to be reached.

llhe doppler temperatures f.or 23 February 1973 shown in Fígure

42 ate a good illustration of the temperature enhancements obtained

during a magnetíc disturbance. K indices from Toolangi (near

Melbourne) for this nighÈ ranged from 4+ to 6- . The magnetometer at

Mount Torrens indicated sudden cottÍnencements at 1200 and 1600 UT,

each of which r^ras accompanied by enhancements in the temperature.

Comparison of this night with 29 May 1973, shown in Figure 40

dramatically illustrates the dependence of temperature on the leve1

of magnetic activity.

The limited value of the geomagnetic indices for ttre study of

indivídual events has been poÍnted out by Rostoker (L9721. For this

reason, the depenclence of temperature on K index will be shown by use

of a bo-dy of data collected on a large number of nights. Tempera-

tures measured to tt¡e south from Mount Torrens, in the perÍod December

1972 Eo Septeurber 1973 are shown in Figrure 43 as a function of K inde:r.

A similar form of illustration has been used by Truttse and Yurchenko

:Ç1971), for temperature measurements made in the aurora. t¡heir results
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are in good agreement with ttrose sho$n in Figure 43.

7.3.3 Neutral Winds

The neutral wind measurements made from Mount Torrens during

the períod from August L972 to September 1973 represenÈ the largest

body of data obtaÍned by this techníque. The only other significant

results pr.:bllshed are Èhose of Armstrong (1969) which cover a period

of four months duríng 1968. Hays and Roble (I97I) have reported

r.¡ind measurenents made durLng two magnetic storms.

The result,s will be divided into two groups for the purposes

of presentation; the first being those obtained durÍng perÍods of low

magmetic activity and tt¡e second will consist of those obtained dur-

ing magnetic disturbances. Tt¡e periods of magnetÍc disturbance were

distinguished by À630nnr intensity er¡hancements in the south and were

also correlated with increases in the K index to 4 or more.

7.3.3.1 Diurnal and Seasonal Variation

The study of the diurnal variation of the neutral wind is car-

ried out using data obtaÍned during periods of low magnetic activity'

The winds are presented in two grouPs, the meridional (north-south)

component and the zonal (east-west) component. Each line profile :

obtained yielils a measure of one of these components because the

directions of observation were restricted to north, southreast ar¡d

west. Observations made in the zenittr were carried out periodically

and it was assulned tåat these measurements represented the llne pro-

file wittr neglíglbIe doppler shift. The vertical component of the

wind has been reported to be only a few ms-I (Dickinson et aI, 1968)

whict¡ supports this assumption.
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The zonal and meri<líonal wind components measured during

perÍods of low magnetic actívity are shown in Figrure 44 (a) and (b)

respectiveLy, as a function of universal tilne. These results were

obtained on 20 nighÈs in the period December L972 to September 1973.

As for the kinetic temperatures, the uncertainties in the wind meas-

urements are quite variable. Typícally, the uncertaínties range from

-l -'l+ lOms 
¡ when the À630run intensity is enhanced, to + 5Oms 'durÍng

i"tioa" of low intensity.

Tt¡e meridional component in Figure 44(b), indicates a pronounced

diurnal variation. The wind Ís equatorward for most' of the night'o

wÍttr sone evidence to suggest that it reverses to poleward during

the day. The variation is consistent with previous observation and

models of thermospheric wind systems. Armstrong (1969) presents a

nurnber of measurements of the meridional component, mainly in the

time interval 1500 to 2O00 UT. They are predominantly equatorward

and rarely exceecl lo0ms-l in magnitude. This ís in good agreement

witlr the corresponding results shown in Fígnrre 44(b).

The zonal component is predomínantly eastward in the post-

sunset period changing to westward in the morning. From 1200 to

ISOO UT ttrere is roughly equal probabilÍty of eastward or westward

wínds. If the data in thís time interval is masked out then the

result is very similar to tfiat presented by Ar.mstrong (1969). It

was felt tl¡at the lack of systematic behaviour of the data during

the t2OO to 1800 UT interval may be due to a seasonal variation of

this component of the neutral wind. The zonal wind component ín this

time ínterval was, ttrerefore grapheci as a function of the time of

the year, as shown in Figure 45. This representation clearly indi-

cates that the winds are predomÍnantly westward ín summer, reversingt
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to eastward in winter. The diurnal variatÍon of the zonal compo-

nent of the wind ís apparent when the results for Srunmer and winter

are graphed separately, as shown Ín Figure 46 (a) and (b). In the

suÍrmer months ttre post-sunset eastward wínds are vefy short-lived

and after 12OO UT the wÍnd is predominantly westward. In the winter

the evening eastqtard wÍnds contínue throughout the night and sho!'I

some evidence of reversal to westward at about 1900 UT.

llt¡e sâme presentation was also used for ttre meridional'component

a¡d is shown in Figure 46 (c) and (d) . This comPonent does not apPear

to have any obvious seasonal variation. The obtervations during the'

winter months extend over a longer time interval ancl therefore show

more evidence of the day-time poleward wi¡lds.

It was not possÍble to establish the diurnal behaviour of

either corçonent, duríng equinoctial months because of the lack of

data during these períods.

7 .3.3.2 Winds DurÍnq Maqnetic Disturbances

During the 12 months of observation there were 12 nights which

have been classed as being magnetically disturbed. lhe¡e all occured

in tlre summer months fro¡n December 1972 to ApríI L973.

the zonal and meridional components of ttre neutral wind neas-

ured on t}¡ese nÍghts, as a function of uníversal tíme are shown in

Figure 47 (al and (b), respectively.

It is of interest to compare the measurementg of the zonal com-

ponent wíth ttrose shown in Figure 46(a), ehowing t}e diurnal varia-

tion in the sumrner. The diurnal pattefn in the tuo cases is very

similar, except ttrat for the nagnetically disturbed nights, the
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evening eastward winds d.o not seem to occur. This could be explained

by a slight íntensification of the westward component during these

periods. This intensification is certainly apparent during t'he

latter part of the night.

During the periods of magnetic disturbance, the enhancement of

tlre À630nm emission is greatest to the south of l*tount Torrens. For

tfris reason a much larger body of data has been achieved for the mefi-

dional componenÈ as shown in Figure 47(b). Comparison of these

results with those in Figute 46(d), clearly demonstrates the large

entrancement of the meridío¡¡al corçonent of the neutral wínd durÍng

periods of magmetíc disturbance. The meridional component was

usuaLty greater than IOOms-I equatorward and was occasional-ly

observed to exceed 3OOms-I. These results are in reasonable agree-

slent with those of Hays and Roble (1971) for the aurora of May 14-

LS, Lg6g. They dÍd observe a somel¡that larger maximum velocity of

45Oms-I and also attempted one measurement of the zonal comPonent

and reported that no wind was observed. Hays and Roble (1971) con-

clude that their win,J measurements are índicative of a bulk mass

motion out of the auroral zone. The measurements nade by the author

support ttris conclusion and also confirm that ttre winds extend over

a wide range of latÍtude. Ttris is apparent from the results for

Decernber L3, L972 shown in Figrure 48.

zonal wind component for ttrÍs night is initially quite

small, but soon after sunset a westward com¡nnent APpears and this

persists for tt¡e rest of the níght. fhe meridional com¡ronent which

is approximately lOOns-I equatorward untíI 14OOUT then shows a steady

increase to 32Oms 
1 in tt" morning twilight. During tttis íncrease

both the north and south measurements show equal doppler shifts
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relatÍve to the z€nithal l630nm Þosition. Tt¡is confÍlos that the

latitude extent of the wind is at least from zeníttr angle 70"S to

TOoN at Mount Torrens.

Some measurements of neutral winds during periods of magnetJ-c

disturbance have been made by other methods. De gries (1972) has

reported very high wincls of up to lOOOms-l obtained fron¡ accelero-

meter data of the satellÍte-borne LOGACS experíment. (Low-C

Accelerometer Calibration Systern). Meriwether et aI. (1973) have

measured winds by tracking chemical releases from rockets. There is

agreemerrt, therefore, with the results presented here, that the

neutral wínd Ís enhanced in magnítude during nagnetíe disturbances.

Tfie degree of the enhancement observed, however, appears to be

rather variaL¡Ie.

7.3.3.3 ComparÍson with Models

Several models ¡:f the neutral wind system ín the F region have

been published (Challinox, L969 and 1970, Geisler, L967 and Kohl

arrd fing, L9671. In general these models predict easÈward ninds in

tt¡e evening, ctranging to equatonvard about rni<lníght and then west-

ward in the early morning. TÌrese predfctions are roughly in agree-

ment wittr the results presented in this chapter. They do not, how-

ever, predict the pronounced seasonal variation of Ètre zonal

component.

It is cl-ear that tìe nodels are unlikely to predict more than

tlre gross features of the neutral wind pattern. It ís not ttre

author's intention to attempt to suggest improvements for the models

and so further comparison between ttre results and the tt¡eo¡eti.cal

¡nodels is not warranted.
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7.4 Remarks

The results presented Ín this chapter represent â sígnificant

addition to the body of thermospheric temperature and neutral wind

data ttrat has been obtained, particularly in Èhe case of the wind

results.

The diurnal patterns of ttre tenperatures and winds have been

shown ancl these are broadly in agreement with the results of pre-

vious workers. îhe zonal comPcnent of the neutral wind exhibits a

pronounced seasonal variaEion which has not been reported previously.

During períods of magnetic dísturbance the ttrermospheric tenp-

eratures and the meridíonal com¡ronent of the neutral wind are en-

hanced in magnitude. Once again, these results are shown to be in

agreement with tt¡e results of others.
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CHAPTER g

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE $TORK

The greater part of this tJresis has been d,evoted to the dis-

cussion of the development and construction of a very sophistícatecl

opÈical instrument. It is quite clear however, that more v¡ork aime,il

at ímprovíng the FPI would be of value. In particular the étalon

plates could be irnproved and the use of a better photomultiplier,

such as an fTT FIÀI130 could also lead to some reducÈion ín the dark

current noíse.

A more important refinement would be the additÍon of a low-

order FPf in front of ttre present instrument to allow daytime

observations of the À630nm line. At the tine of wrÍting this thesís,

work has almost been completed to achieve thís refinement, using a

5omm díameter FPI with a finesse of approximately 30. Collection of

data over the full 24 hours of the day would be invaluable in assist-

ing comparisons with other observations, in regard to any diurnal

variations ttrat may be present. This refinement would also assist

in the collection of a large body of data using the FPI.

The measurement of exospheric tenrperatures and winds over a

períod of several years from one observatory is yet to be achieved.

It is hoped tt¡at, tt¡is will be carried out witttin the Mawson

Institute to study furtl¡er the trends reported in tttis thesis and

possíbly to bring to light o'¿her new phenomena.
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APPENDIX

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY

Parallelism Control

The original electronics used by Ramsay has been describecl in

detail by Kobler (1963) and has been completely redesigned by the

author and others o for use ín ttre Mawson Institute FPI. For this

reason only tlrg oircuftry for whlch the author waÊ dlreoËly rerpônsible

wiII be described in detail.

Ítr¡ee Phase Oscillator

This circuit provides the sine wave drives to the piezo-

electric stacks sup¡nrting the upper FPI plate and reference wave-

forms to the phase sensitíve detector" They are generated using an

a.çtable multivÍbrator, a digital shift register and a bridged-T

filter. This produces å three phase sine wave source which would

be capable of small varÍations in freqtrency, wíthout the phase

relationships between the outputs varying. Íhe drive to the sÈacks

is a J.O volt peak-to-peak sine wave, bíased 10 volts positive so

ttrat tl¡e voltage applied to ttre stacks is always the same sign as

tlre polarization of the piezoelectric discs.

PIN Diode Preamplifier

The PIN diode preamplifÍer is a npdifíed version of the photo-

multiplier low current anplifier described in Chapter 5. The diode,

cable and clrcuÍt capacitance cause the preamplifier response to

roll off at I kHz and this Ii¡níts high frequencry noise. The pre-

anplifiers are mounted in grounded metal containers to Prevent un-

war¡ted stray sLgnal pickup. These containerg are ¡nounted as close
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as practícable to tt¡e diodes themselves in order to keep the inpuÈ

capacitance to a minimum. The circuit diagratn of the preamplífier

is shown in Figure 49.

The DC outputs from the tero preanplifiers are indicated by two

front panel meters to permit the servo loop to be locked onto the

correcÈ peak and not one of tl¡e subsidiaries.

Bandpass Filter and Phase Sensitíve Detector

An active filter using an integrated circuiÈ (709) ís used as a

bandpass filter tuned to 4 kHz with Q value of 2O and a gain of 40.

The I value of the tuned fílter can be altered by changing resisto.rs

R and KR in Figure 50, according to ttre relation

Q = L/ (1-K) and

KR+R=25k0.

A two transistor circuit follows to provide the two phase drive

to a constant, amplitude phase shift circuit (50 kO potentíometer and

4.7 nF capacitor). This allows phase adjustment of ttre input to the

phase sensitive detector (PSD). A second transistor pair ís used to

present a high irçedance (using the bootstrap tectrnique) to the phase

shift network. Any DC level at the output of, the buffer stage can

be miní¡nlzed by changing the resistor R1.

Tt¡e PSD is an anplífier with a gain of 1O, which íE switched

from an ínverting to non-inverting configuration, accordlng to the

states of ttre input switching transístors. ftrese transistors are

driven by a square vàve rlgnal (V')'and its conpJ.ement (l¡) nrovíded by

tÌ¡e 3 phase oscillator. fhe output of the PSD ís eíther positive or

negative, according to whether VO and the error signal a¡e 18Oo out
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of phase or exactly in phase, respectively.

The Equalizer

The equalizer is designed to shape the response of the overarl

system according to a nr¡nber of criteria. The roop gain should fall
to unity at as high a frequency as can be obtained to achieve maxímum

benefit of the servo system. Berow this frequency the roop gain

should rise rapidry to its Dc value. At any frequency the srope must

not exceed 40 dB per decade or instability will occur.

the equalizer circuit illustrated in Figure 5l is based on a

709 integrated amplifier, which has suffícienh gain to compensate for
t'he insertíon loss of the firter at the input. This ensures that
fìe eo,ualizer is nominalry of unity gaÍn. The equalized response of
ttre servo roop rolls off at apFroxirnatery 37 d.B por d.eca<le frorn a
frequency of. 2 Hz (Bode stability critericn).

600v

The suppry is effectively an operationar amprifier which pro-
vides an out'put voltage equal to the input current by lo6. Resistors
connected to the amplifier input a110w input voltages to be sumned.

The suppry is capabte of delivering up tc\ 60o vorts at 3 mA.

StabÍIízed Power ]-es

A number of stabírised power supprÍes ri/ere constructed to pro-
víde power for the pararrerism contror erectronics.

Dual 15 vort suppries capabre of derivering Boo mA were required
to power the integrated circuíts in the various units described. Duar

5 vort suppries capalcre to delívering 5oo mA were used to supply
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FIG. 5t. Parallelism control servo-loop equalj-zer.
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power to the logic circuitry in the three phase oscillator and the

-5 volt supply is used to power the parallelism lamps and provide

tåe reference for the rnanua.l set potentiometers.

Dual 20 volt supplies capable of delivering 500 mA provide the

porver for the PII'I diode preanplifíe¡:s. They are also used for the

photomultiplier }ow current amplifier or the pulse amplifier ano

discrimi¡rator, depending on which is in use. This power supply

shares one of its mains transformers with the photomr.rltiplier

shutter control.

Adjustments

The FPI plates can be set parallel by inechanical adjustnent to

better than O.I um so that only small corrections need t-o be made

with the píezoelectric stacks" These provide up to 3 prn movement.

The frequcncy of the three phase oscillator should next be

adjusted to match the bandpass fíltero by varying the +5 volt supply

rail. The PSD output for the X and Y servos should now be dis-

played on a two-beam oscilloscope and the phase shift adjusted so

tåat the error signal input to the PSD is in phase or l80o out of

phase with the reference <Irive (Vo) to the PSD. These last two

adjustments need to be carried out perioilícally and are routinely

checked. about once a month.

The gain of the servo loop is now adjusted by varying the

voltages applieil to the lamps in the collimated light sources.
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Separation Control

10 kHz oscillator

The design chosen places quíte stringent requirements upon the

ÀC drive apptied to the transducer. The servo loop includes a bancl-

pass filter, which implies tLrat the frequency of the oscillator mugt

be kept stable. A tO Hz change in frequency will introduce an error

equivalent to a spacing change of I nm. This is not particularly

clifficult to achieve and is met by many conunelcial oscillators in

the medium price bracket. TI-le amplitude stability of the oscillator

needs to be about one part in 103 which is much more difficult to

achieve. The oscillator used was a Hevtlett Packard Model 3300

fr:nction generator which was found to have the necessary frequency

stability, t¡ut was somewhat marginal in regard to amplitude stab-

ility. Attempts htere made to neasure the oscillator anplitude

stabitity using a Hewlett Packard Mode1 4OOE AC voltmeter, and digí-

tal voltmeter, but the resolution of this instrument was not guite

sufficient to enah¡Ie a comptetely clefinítive decision to be made as

to ttre amplitude stability. Consideration was given to a number of

designs to use in constructing an oscillator to replace the model

3300, but no straightfor*¡ard solution to the amplitude stability

problem rtas apparent and so it was decided to persevere with tlre

3300.

Differen tíaI Nnpl-ifier

The circuit, diagram cf ttre differential amplÍfier is shown in

the servo loop schematic, gíven in Fíg¡re 21. It is based on the

integrated circuit Èype IJ4308 whictr was,chosen becauss it has hÍgh
l

input impedance (40 ¡,1f¿) and high comnon mode rejection ratío. The

amplifier is connected in differential mode witÏr unity gain so that
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the output Ís equal to the difference between the signals applíeil

to the two ínputs. The resistors used in the prototype circuit

were of the carbon composition type and it was found that the noise

inherent in this type of resistor impaÍred the performance of the

separation control. Consequently they were replaced witt¡ metal film

resistors which have low noise characteristics.

I'he circuit is assembled on a small printed circuít board, which

is mounted on it¡e transducer holder. This ensures ttrat tÌ¡e connec-

tions between the capacitance transducer and the circuÍt board are

kept shcrt. A variable capacitor is provided on the board which can

be adjusted from outside the étalon chamber. ThÍs is operated by

passing a non-conductíng screw-driver through a hole in thé-top brass

plate of the chanber and the capacitor is adjusted by screwing a

small brass bolt which ís electrically grounded, closer to or

further from one of ttre amplifier ínputs. This adjustment is used

to ninÍmise the output from tJ:e amplifier when the capaciÈor is in

its balance position. Thís operation has been denoted "nullíng" the

capacitance transducer and ueually requires some fine adjustrnent

after the étalon charnber has been closed and hence the need for Èhe

access from outside the chamber.

l0 kHz Rectifier

The output from the dífferential amplifier goes to the input of

the bandpass fiLter (see Figute 52). The ínput buffer to the filter

is based on a 709 íntegrated circuÍt which is connected ín the

inverting configr:ration. Ihis stage has a gàin of 10 and with ttre

associated resistor provides the correct source impedance for the

filter. A T-section constant K bandpass filter centred on I0 kHz Ls

used with a passband of about 90O Hz. The capacitors and inductors
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used. are selected to within It. The filter is followed by an out-

put buffer, whích provides the correct terminating Ímpedance.

The signal is AC coupled to tire input of the high speed rectí-

fíer wt¡ich uses one 702 and one 74I integrated circuit amplifier.

ltre design is based u¡nn a circuit gíven in the FaÍrchíld Handbook

1,L9671. Ttre first amplifier acts as a uníty-gain, half-\dave recti-

fier, givíng negative output for positive Ínput signals. The output,

along with the original signal, ís fed ínto tt¡e second amplifier,

which sums them together. Because of ttre ratíos R3/R1 anð, F.g/P.2,

the second amplifier operates with unity gain to the oríginal sigmal,

and two ti:nes gain for the negatÍve half wave output. the result

Ís that the output is always positive-going and equal to the absol-

ute value of the input. The second amBlifier also acts as a low-

pass filter with the 3 dB-point at I.4 kHz.

The output from the rectifier and an offset voltage are summed

at tt¡e input of the inverter stage which utilises a 74L integrated

círcr¡it. the offset voltage is obtained from a :'front-panel mounted'

ten'turn potentiometer. The stable voltage applied across the pot"

entiometer is generated using a 723 íntegrated cÍrcuit precision

voltage regulator. The gain of the inverÈer is adjustable in order

to set the overall gain of the transducer and electronics such that

the voltage-dÍsplacement coeffícient Ís 2 mY/m referred to the out-

put of the inverter. If this output were applied to the scan input

of the píezoelectric stack supply system' then the resultÍng servo

loop would have approximately uníty-gaín.

Particular care was taken to separate power and signal contmon

lines Ín this circuitry except for one corurection. ThÍs Ís an

i¡nportant precaution to be taken in the desigrn of low level circuits
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such as tåe one described above.

Equalizer

The críteria for equalizatíon of a sel:rro loop were given

earlíer, as applíed to the parallelism conÈrol and are egually applic-

able in the se¡raratíon servo loop. It was decided, for the sake of

sirnplicity to not attempt maximum banilwidth equalization where a

3? dB per decade rcll-off ís used. fnstead a single pole R-C net-

work, as shc¡wn in Figure 53, was used. This provides a 20 dB per

decade roll-off from a frequency of 2 Hz.

The equalizer also ac+-s as a summing arnplifier for the inverter

output signal, the barometer signal and the external scanning

signal.

Scan Input AttenuaÈor

!'lhen the signal averager scans over 512 channels the channel

address analogue output swings fxom zero to four volts. Thís varia-

tion applied to ttre input of the egualizer would change the plate

spacing by approximately four orders at À63Onm. To enable different

ranges of plate spacing to correspond with the scan rafige of the

âv€râÇer¡ ð Vaflable attenuator was necessary between the averager

output and the equalizer input (see Fig'trre 54).

The input stage of the attenuator is a unÍty gain differential

anplifier, which incorp,orates a low-pass filter, with 3 dB poínt

at 100 Hz. Tt¡is filtering is necessa¡y to damp the rapíd change in

t¡re channel address signal when the averager goes from channel 512

to channel one, at the end of a scan. The output of this stage ís

arpl.i.ed to a voltage divider and the Lnput to tt¡e voltage follower
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stage is switched between four positions on thís dívider, thus pro-

viding 2n 4, 8, or 16 times attenuation. The 10kQ potentiometer on

the output of the voltage follower allows a continuous adjustment

of tt¡e attenuation by up to two tirnes"
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Temperature Control

The temperature controller electronics provi<fes facilities for

one monitor thermistor, four temperature controlrers and a panel

ÍEter for monitoríng error signals in each of the five cases. ftre

unít, is self-contained and íncludes stabílised porver suppries for

the control and monitoring electronics.

Error A¡nplífíer and Triac Triqqer

The temperature sensing circuitry shown in Figure 55, uses a

modífied brídge technique. rnstea.cl of usíng a differentíal amplÍ-

fier to measure the output of a wheatstone bridge, a unity gain

am¡rlifier ís used to supply two arms of the briclge wíth ! v, such

tt¡at the error amplifier sums currents j-nto a ground point. The

basic bridge supply is provided by a 723 regulator whose output ís

inverted by a unity gaín 709 stage Èo provide -v. The two arms of

the bridge consist of a thermistor and linearÍsing resistor (2.7 ka)

in one arm and a reference resistor, which is made equal to the re-

sistar¡ce of ttre thermistor at the desired operatíng temperature and

the same linearising resistor, in the second arm.

'rhe output of the èrror amplifier (zo9) is then fed to a triac

drLver íntegrated circuit (?42), which provides trigger pulses to

the triac at zero crossing time of the maíns supply. rn the case

of t'he air heater a¡rother arnplifier (tM30g) was used to add read

conpensation (or rate feedback) to improve the control system.

The zero-crossing type of control was reguired to mínimise the

radio-frequency noise produced because of the sensitivity of the

other low-level circuitry to such noise.
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Tríac Switch

The trigger pulses from the 742 are passed to the triac ACO6DT

via a trigger transformer, in order to ensure isolation between the

1or,¡ level input círcuitry and the AC maíns. For the same reason and

also in the interests of safety, the tríac i9 mounted on a separate

cÍrcuit card from the input electronics. A front panel neon indi-

cator lamp gives a vísua1 display of when the heaÈer is on and is a

useful guíde to any r¡ralfunctíoning Ín ttre temperature control servo

loop.
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Pulee Coun Electronics

Pre rifi er and Discriminator

The purse amplifier ancr discriminator circuit is shown in
Figure 56. The preamprifier is bascd on a design try Eather and

Reasoner (1969) ancl consists of three stages which provide an

overalr gain of about 50 dB ¡ ancl a banclwicith of 15 MHz. upper and

lower discriminatícn are provided by two high speed differentíaÌ
comparators (Fairchild inÈegrated circuit ua Troc), whích compare

the pulse ampritude with pre-set voltages determined by the settings
of the two I kfl helípots. rf the ¡:ulse height is rarger than the

lower rever setting then the monostabre (74r2rl is triggered, unress

the pulse height exceecls the upper setting in r^¡hich case the mono-

stal¡le wirl be inhibited. The response time of the comparators ís
quoted as being 40ns for a roo mv input step. The dynamic range of
the cireuit v¡as measured as 67 dB, with the Lower revel threshold set
just high enough to prevent noise triggering the monostable ancl with
the upper lever threshord set, at 4.s volts. The output pulses from

ttre monostabre are TTL compatiblen being approximatery r.2 ps tong

and +5 vorts in amplitude, and are fed directly to the input of the

signal- averager. The overall response of the circuitry was therefore

limited by the monostable and was approximatery r r,rHz. A wider

frequency response was not provided because of the limited response

of ttre sigrnar averager and also because of the very row count rates
normally encountered.

Ratemeter

The circuit diagram of the ratemeter is shown in Figure 52.

The input pulses are fed via an emitter forrower to an xR 32o pack-

age wired in a monostable configuration. The output pulses from the
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rtrgûostabJ.e are approxfutratÆly 2 Us lcng and +12 volts in amplitude.

Thq output drives a diode pump circuit. A variable capacitor is

provided to allow the unit to be calibrated. llhe feedback resís-

tor across the amplifier (LM308) is varied to change the gain of

the system and tlre frequency response is determined by one of three

possible capaciiors in parallel with this resistor.

The logarithmic response is achieveil by replacing the feed-

back resÍstor with a diode, which provides a rough approxímation to

a logarithmic response with a sensÍtivity of 0.1 of full-sca1e-

deflection per decade. If the maximum c.ount rate of the rate-

meter (30O kHz) is exceeded then the output drops back to zero

volts.

Shutter Control Electronícs

' ÍItre shutter is of the latchíng type, tbe state of which is

changed by the activat,ing solenoid (see Figure 58). this is

achíeved by discharging a capacitor through the activating solenoíd.

lfhe secondary windíng of the mains transformer provides 39 volts AC

wt¡ich is rectified and charges the storage oapaclter tc¡ approxi-

maËe1y 30 vo1ts. To activate the shutter the push button is

pressed and the capacítor discharges through the solenoid. A micro-

switch mounted on the shutt,er senses whether lt is open or closed

an{ ttre appropriate panel lantrr glows.

Power failu¡e protection is provided by inclusion of tt¡e relay

desigmated A. Tt¡e coil of ttre relay ís energÍsed directly from the

transfomer centre-tap anrJ so in the event of a power failure the

contact Al closes. lf the shutter Ís open then a circuit is made

vÍa the microswitch strch that the capacitor will dlscharge tlrrough
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the sclenoíd, protecting the photomultiplier tube from possíb1e

high light levels.
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